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RD-64-7
SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF LONG-DISTANCE

COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

ABSTRACT

Various means of providing a reliable communication system for air traffic

control (ATC) in the North Atlantic in the 197C's have been investigated. The
study indicates that considerable improvement in the adequacy ano reliability
of communication with over-ocean aircraft (during the interim period before
1970) could be obtained by the adoption of an optimized hybrid system utiitzing
High Frequencies (in both ground wave and ionospheric modes); Very High Fre-
quencies (present communication band in both line-of-sight and tropospheric
scattr mtdes); and Low Frequencies (ground-to-air). However, the study also
tnd$-.ites that the only economically and operationally feasible technique which
will fully satisfy the near-future requirements for communicotion to over-ocean
aircraft and which will be at all adequate for post-1970 requirements, is one
which utilizes active satellite relays. The study further indicates that, for
the communication function alone, synchronous (or 24-hour period) satellite
orbits are amperior to other orbits when economics and operational procedures are
considered. This system, which provides the necet'sary .,ea coverage and access time
at a reasonable cost, also protects the large capital Investment of the airline
operators in VHF communications equipment.

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1, ACKGROUND

In recent years increasing air travel between Europe and the United States and Canada has

made the North Atlantic an area of concern to those organizations responsible for the safe and

efficient operation of aircraft. These organizations include international groups, such ai the

Tnternational Civil Aviation Organization (XCAO) and aviation regulatory bodies within individual

countries. The Long-Distance Navigation (LoWISNAV) program, sponsred by the Federal Aviation

Agency, is a concerted effort to resolve some of the problems associated with the flow of air

traffic in the North Atlantic. This revort documents one part of that effort: a study of the

problem of ecmunications between control centers and aircraft during the 1963-1975 period.

1.2. STATIMENT OF THE FROBLM

The basic problem in the North Atlantic air-Urount-air comaunications system lies in the

requirement for reliability and access time consistent with the needs of the air traffic con-
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trol system. Although similarities exist betreen the requiremients for cou unications between

en route transcontinental flights and air traffic control centers, the long over-water routes

and the attendant lack of surface navigation aids and communications relay points make the prob-

lem much more difficult. The situation is further complicated by the severe weather and 2urocal

disturbances common to the North Atlantic. (The low density of flight traffic in the North

Atlantic partially compensates for these disadvantages since -sore time is available to compLete

a transmission.) Minimm-tise flight plans, which are used to reduce the effects of weather on

flight schedules, also shift the regions of high-denity traffic aver wide geographic limits

from week to week. Passenger preferences result in flight schedules with periods of peak traffic

followfd by periods of relative inacti-ity. Two major pressures on the present ATC system are

anticipated during the 1963-1975 period: (1) total trans-Atlantic traffic is expected to double

the, 1960 leel, with a threefold increase Jn commercial flights, and (2) the supersonic trans-

port is expected to reach full operational status.

1.3. PROGRAM ORIMMTATION

Although the contract required studies of (a) aircraft-to-airvraft relays, (b) ocean-ittatior.

relays (buoys), (c) sptellite relays, and (d) HT data links, the FA4 Preject %arsger and the con-

tractor agreed that consideration of only these four methods would be unduly restrictive and that

the investigation should be more generally oriented. After preliminary evaluations were com-

pleted, the field would be narrowed and the remaining methods subjected to Intensive examination,

Information on an AC aodel for the North Atlantic in 1970-75 was expected early in the

contract period When it L-3came apparent that the AWI model would not bc forthcoming, a portion

of the contract effort was devoted to investigating ATC system problem in sufficient depth to

permit formalation of realistic asstmptions as a framework for the communications system analysis.

2
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

At the outset it was anticipated that the final recommendtions would specify a best satel-

lite and a best non-atcllIte solution to the problem of comunications for ATC over the North

Atlantic in 19,0-19T5. Wero, "best" mans a judicious compromise among coverage, access time,

the use of present equipment, initial and operating costs, availability of frequency assignments,

the possibility of implemcntation by 1975 and, to a lesser etent, the poosibility of beine ex-
panded to a world-wide system, Nowever, the study has indicated that in this sense of "best"

there are no really acceptable alternatives to the satellite system. The satellite systea at

present is only a concept; therefore, an interim system must be introduced which will permit a

smooth transition from the present lhao-of-sight VJW (in the coastal areas) ^nd long-range IF systems

to i system built around the YW synchronous satellite relay. The investment in the Interim system
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will be beat uss.d ir most of the elements are usable In the 1975 system. The recoaseended interim

System is a eoe~oinatlon of R? skywave (for long-range~ coverage) and extended-range VHF (to in-

crea~se reliab~ility In the areas within Its range).

The HP? chuirnels provide an iamediate capability around which the Interim Improvements can

be built. Voice :apxability will be retained for both HF and V11F, and thus sill require a minimum

of new procedures. As the more powerful ground stutions and Improved receiver-antenna instal-

lations required for trop,*scatter be',:ome available, the quality and reliability of VHF at the

fringes of the line-of -xsht (LM ) region will be Inmedistely improvel. At present jet alti-

tudes, UOS Is 2AD miilee, tvs personic jet$ ( ,G ,OO feet) will extend this to !-CC miles, Thus,

benefits from the interi& avtem will become eviden~t even I-efore al) aircraft have the low noise

receivers and Increased trcnsa.tter power required for full truposcat operation.

The additional reliable xnang P'asible with fully luplemented tropo operation Is now In the

procens of critical evaluation by both the FAA and the Air Force. The communication problems

arising from gaps in HY? coverage due to skip-zone phenomena will be minimized. Also, the HF

channel load will be reduced by providing VHF coverage for those portions of trans-Atlantic

fl~ghts which require moot frequent ground contact.

In the later stages of implementing the Interim system, the installations of digital equip-

ment (required for thn satellite system) could provide another Increment of range for the tropc.-

scat system vine* digital transuission makes better use of the avaIable power,

While a number of problems must be solved before a VHF satellite rommunication relay can be

Impleasented., most of these are engineerir~g problems rather than fundamental scientific diffi-

culties.

Tho postnlated M.~ satellite relay bas the capacity for two relatively narrowband digital

channclra. each having enough capacity to handle !he air-ground-air ATV counicationa load for

the aircraft traffic expected In 19T5. While di~ital data transmission would be employed when

aircraft were beyond the range of land-based fov-111ties, It Is anticipated that standard VHF

voice channels (tropcicat or line-of-sight) would be used near the terminal ends of the trans-

oceanic flight paths, Since digital input and output equipmert will apparently be provided by

the airlines for operational traffic in dowt~tic areas (expected to be available In the early

1970's; see Section 3.1), a data rate convv-rsion should permit use for oceanic ATC as well.

With the addition of such digital Input a.-') output equipment and of new aircraft antennas to the

present VHF equipment, digital data trafiraission can be provided through the satellite relay.

The present usage of Ht? for long distance over-ocean comunications, where the operational

traffic of the airlines constituteo a large part of the total commnications load, suggests that

the airline operators will wish ft, retain this voice capability. However, the decision to re-

tain the HP capability for opeittonal traffic clearly must be made by the airlines Industry on

the basis of need and the fe4.tibity of continuing to provide adequate ground station coverage

if ATC facilittes are mov.j to other bands.



Although the digital linki provided by the VHF satellite would be suitable for highly re-

liable transmission of emergency messages, it is possible that pilots (with their present lack

of experience and confidence in digital systems) will insist upon a voice capability for emergency

situations. The presently installed VI double sideband equipment used in conjunction with the

postulated VHF satellite system would not have such a capability. By replacing the present VHF

equipment with either feedback FM (FB1) or single sideband, a voice capability would be possible,

although the need for It in over-ocean atr traffic control has not been demonstrated. A thorough

study to delineate actual requirements (as opposed to traditional uses) is needed before in-

vesting extensively in new aircraft and ground equipment.I

The recommended satellite system could ultimately be extended to provide world-wide coverage

of remote and oceanic areas with a single unified system co-zpatible with domestic facilities.

The elimination of the multiplicity of communications equipment now required for international

airline operation would result in considerable sivings to the airlines.

Satellites for ATC ccmunications (ATSAT) over the North Atlantic by 1975 will require posi-

tive action on the part of the FAA if implementation ia to he effected promptly. The concept of com-

municating via satellites with mobile stations introduces problems which are not being solved by

research and development efforts devoted to poinL-to-point relay systems such as Telstar and

Syncom. Because of the specialized nature of these problems, their solutions are not likely to

be forthcv " unless the FAA establishes a positive pro$ram.

Specific needs requiring early consideration are eoumerated below.

(1) Developing a system model for the 1975 North Atlantic ATC system. This effort

is fundamental. Subsystem requirements in the areas of communication, navi-

gation, and operating procedures cannot be formulated until the results of

such a program are available.

(2) Actively supporting tropospheric scattcr research ard development program to

establish reliable operating ranges for the air-ground-air environment and to

establish the operational characteristics which can be expected from an

extended-range VHF system.

(3) Developing those digital components which are unique in the satellite relay

system and supporting the development of those domestic data link components

which are compatible with the satellite system.

1This decision may be influenced by any potential equipment changes in the domestic

ATC system. For example, while FB1 can offer significantly higher audio signal-to-noise
ratios than single sideband for a given amount of transmitter power, single sidebrnd is
preferable when channel allocation space is limited. Even if one of these systems were to
be used domestically at a later dple, the satellite relay would not have to be modified to
accept FBFM or single sideband instead of the present AM since it is a frequency translation
system capable of handlIng any form of modulation witain its bandwidth capabilities.

Therefore a satellite with a 25-kc bandwidth would bfi able to handle AM, double or single

sideband, or FBM.



(4) Determining the optimum method of providing many aircraft with access to a

single satellite relby. Alternative approaches must be compared to the roll-call

methods discussed herein.

(5) Designing aircraft antennas suitable for economical retrofit to the existing

air carrier fleet, as well as incorporation into new designs. Switchable arrays

appear to provide the best compromise between costs and required gain.

(6) Applying existing design techniques to specific VHF satellite problems (unfurl-

able antennas, rugged long-life tub s and semiconductors, etc.)

(7) Monitoring existing communications and satellite programs to insure prompt

utilization of developments which are directly applicable to VHF satellite prob-

lems. Among these developments are

(a) techniques of satellite vehicle design

(b) techniques of synchronous-satellite attitude btabilization

(c) improved prime-power sources

(d) increased payloads and higher probability of successful launch

(resulting from the continuing NASA and military space programs)

(e) improved modulation, coding, and detection techniques

(8) Examining the concepts of i transonic control zone and of automatic instrument

interrogation suggested in Section 3.3.1. Definitions of the operating pro-

cedures and equipment requirowents must be derived from the system model before

the merit of these concepts can b.' fully evaluated.

(9) Initiating necessary negotiations to provide the four VHF and four UHF clear

channels required for the ATC satellite system.

3
DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT: THE NORTH ATLANTIC, 1975

The air traffic control complex in the North Atlantic has developed during the formative

years of trans-Atlantic commercial flight. As the aircraft changed, problems arose and were

solved individually. Only in recent years has there been a significant effort to relate the

problems to the entire system. The LODISNAV program initiated by the FAA is a major step toward

early definition of the subsystems expected to exist in the 1970-1975 era. However, the ulti-

mate goal must not be a set of unilaterally optimized subsystems, but rather an Integrated

program of system analysis.

Certain basic aspects of the system modeling problem are discussed in Section 5. However,

the development of a complete ATC model with all its subtle Interdepondencies will require the

application of the most sophiaticated modeling techniques available.
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3.1. ? O S~G' Al~M8 W

The desiga of a cemunication network of which not one major element Is firmly defined re-
quir as s tuems. lines no systems analysis data were available at the time this study was

oioustod, these assumptions ire" unilateral. It i hoped that no great injustice has been done

to- the cmupanion subsystems which must eventually be integrated into a single workable AT coa-

plez. To the greatest possible extent, the opinions of informed sources in other specialties

have beem solicited and considered. In the final analysis, however, the assumptions must be

viewed as a boat estimate, hopefully conservative, of the future status of a systeim which is,

aid wi.l continue to be in the next decaeo, subject to numerous technological and economic

pressures that promise to invalidate present concepts of oceanic air traffic control.

The following statements, although not essential to the success of all the proposed systems,

comtitute the "ground rulos' under which the investlgatlon was conducted.

(a) In recognition o2 the rapid conversion to turbine-powered aircraft, it is assumed

that the great majority of aircraft will fly above 20,000 feet. For communi-

cations system in which coverage is a function of altitude, this 20,000-foot

level is the minimum for which complete coverage must be provided. Alterna-
tive methods of providing emergency communications below this "floor" altittde

are required, but the design conditions are very different.

(b) Digital transmission of ATC messages for the en route portions of North Atlantic

flights Is functionally acceptable.

(c) Digital communications for domestic routes will be implemented in the next decade.

The present government plan for utilizing national airspace does not emphasize

'data links." mowever, the airlines themselves, as evidenced by th2ir participation

in such activities as the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Special
Committee 100 (RTCA BC-100), have indicated a desire to implement a data trans-

mission capability and, in the absence of any national program, may do so on a
private facility basis. There will be strong economic pressures in the next

decade to make available the advantages offered by digital-information transfer.

(d) Provisions for carrying airline operational messages on the ATC communications

channels is not considered mandatory. It i recogniaed, however, that space and

equipment economy are beet achieved by using the same equipment wherever posiible
and, in addition, that some provision must be made for operations traffic.

(e) Cost to the user airlines Is a major factor in the ultimate acceptability of any
proposed comunication system. Not only initial outlay but also operating ex-,

poses, aircraft performance penalties, and Influence on operating procedures

which could affect costs are important. Therefore, proposed system should

make maWiu * we of Present aeronautical radio equipment to protect the tre-

medous investment it represents.

(f) Since channel capacity requirements will be affected by the technological ad-

vancos of the nest decade, the Impact of commercial supersonic transports and

weather navigation and commanications satellites must be fully considered in re-

lation to any proposed AIC system.
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(g) The aircraft traffic figures used are based on predictions published by the FAA.

The communications message load is derived by assuming that each plane requires

a given average arzount of channel time while it is in the air.

Within the bounds imposed by these principal assumptions, the concept of communications

and air traffic control contained in the remainder of Section 3 was evolved. In this context

the propagation theory in Appendix A was evaluated and the system recommended in Section 4 was

selected.

3.2. TRAFFIC

Since no system model was available, the communications channel capacity requirements were

estimated by extrapolating present requirements in proportion to the anticipated increase in

air traffic by 1975.

The following assumptions were used as the basis for the projections:

(a) By 1975, 900 flights a day are expected in the North Atlantic region during the

peah traffic seasons [1].

(b) The peaks in traffic over a 24-hour period result in uneven demands on ATC communi-

cations facilities. To approximate the peak message loads, assume that all flights

during a 24-hour period are concentrated in a 10-hour period with traffic density

constant [2). Thus the assumed traffic is

total flights in 24 hours
Assumed maximum flights/hour - 10

(c) From the distribution of aircraft types (Table I) a mean flight time of 3.1 hour

is calculated for the northern Europe-to-United States flight path, which repre-

sents the major North Atlantic routes.

TABLE I. EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF NORTH ATLANTIC
AIR TRAFFIC FOR 1975

Approximate
Distribution North Atlantic

of Traffic Flight Time
Aircraft Type () (hours)

Turboprop 2 8.5

Subsonic Turbojet 26 5.2

Supersonic 72 2.2

(d) At present, the major part of ATC traffic consists of air-to-ground messages.

The communications requirements are based on the assumption that this will

continue to be true in 1975. Ground-to-air ATC and weather messages are dis-

cusied after the air-to-ground requirements are derived.

I
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(a) On the average, each aircraft makes four position reports an hour - a figure

baaed on a somewhat arbitrary avoraging of typical reporting frequencies pre-

sented in the Request for Proposal for this contract (i.e., two to three re-

ports per hour in mid-ocean and as many as six per hour in coastal zones).

It is considered quite conservative for systems sAmilar to the present ATC

system, but is sensitive to any change to more "tactical" control doctrines.

(f) The information required for position reporting (and, optionally, weather data)

could be transmitted in a 7-bit alpha-numeric code similar to that recommended

by RTCA Special Comittee 100 vnd the ASA. Standardized abbreviations and a spe-

cific format for routine reports could reduce the number of symbols in the

messages. Since the coding of the alpha-numerics does not depend on such re-

strictions, it would also be possible to send normal clear text when necessary.

Appendix D illustrates the contents and bit requirements of a typical message. A typical

position report could be transmitted with approximately 50 characters of 350 bits. An addition-

al 350 bits (air-to-ground) would permit a moderately detailed aircraft weather report.

From assumptions a, b, and c, it can be determined that 278 flights are in the air simul-

taneously. In conjunction with assumptions e and f, this result leads to an approximation of

110 bits/sec (about 157 wpm) for the position report data. If weather data is included, a total

of approximately 220 bits/sec (air-to-ground) are required. If a 500 bits/sec channel (i.e.,

the recommended satellite data rate) is used, these messages require respectively 13.2 and 26.4

minutes of channel time each hour.

Note that this channel-capacity requirement does not include ground-to-air traffic, company-

operation traffic, or any provision for non-standard messages. However, it does represent the

bulk of AT( traffic. Also note that channel time estimates are based on digital transmlission;

therefore it will be necessary to convert to hard copy, visual display, or voice. At least one

working prototype of a digital-to-voice converter has ben demonstrated (3].

Ground-to-air weather channel requirements can be approximated by noting that LF radio-

teletype weather broadcasts are transmitted frost Scotland 24 hours a day at a rate of 45 bits/sec;

they provide reports of actual and predicted weather (in clear text) for all important airports

on the European side of the Atlantic. A similar coverage of the American side would be required.

If the total bit requirement is scaled for a 500 bits/sec channel, then

2 x 2i2- x 60 - 10.8 minutes of groad-to-air weather
500 transaission required each hour

These values are based on a comunication system with negligible propagation times. The

effects of the approximate 0.3-second delay involved in ground-to-24-hour satellite-to-aircraft

relay have been evaluated by using the traffic and message assumed above. A single 500 bits/sec

simplex data channel was assumed to operate in one of two modes:
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(1) A roll-call system which assigns a specific time for each aircraft to report.

This system requires a precise time reference for the aircraft.

(2) A roll-call system which requires that each aircraft bIx addressed by the ground

station and diroctea to file its position report.

In each case, if weather data is transmitted, it is assumed to have been appended to the

position report. The first mode transmission time is 13.3 minutes for position reports only,

and 26.5 minutes if air-ground weather is included. This difforence, caused by differences in

propagation time for aircraft at opposite extremes of the coverage area, is negligible.

The second mode, on the other hand, increases the position reporting time to 24.0 minutes

each hour (24.0 + 13.2 - 37.2 minutes, if weather data is included). The additional time re-

quired results from transmission of the paging message and the propagation time for the synchro-

nous satellite channel.

The time remaining for unscheduled transmissions and ground-to-air ATC messpies appears ade-

quate (at worst, 60.0 - [37.2 + 10.8] - 12 minutes per hour).

Without the benefit of a valid system model, speculation on the effects of mudifying the

assumed basis for data rate predictions is necessarily qualitative. The following factors

could appreciably change channel capacity requirements:

(a) Conversion to a tactical control doctrine would increase data rate requirements.

(b) A satellite-borne position determination system would shift much of the channel

requirement from the aircraft-to-ground channels. Ground-to-aircraft links would

be more heavily loaded, and, in addition, communications between the position-

determining satellites and ground stations would be required.

(c) Modification of reporting procedures within the framework of the present ATC

philosophy might reduce channel usage by a factor of two or three.

Resolution of the actual data rates must await development of an adequate system model.

The assumptions above are quite conservative. Also, there is a surplus time remaining after

essential transmission which may be used as necessary.

If, after the ATSAT system had been placed in orbit, a need for even greater capacity arose,

the second or "spare" ATSAT channel could be pressed into service. It should be noted, however,

that the reason for recommending this channel was to increase reliability and avoid catastrophic

failure. Without this protection, the number of satellites in orbit would have to be increased

to maintain the desired backup. As noted in the cost section, the cost of an additional satel-

lite would be high and additional clear channel frequencies would be required.

Since it seems unlikely that additional capacity would be requxed for a number of years

after inception of ATSAT operation, the most desirable method of .tncreasinv capacity would be

a seco.n-generation system with increased power and higher data rates. The large boosters now

being developed should provide adequate launch capability for heavier satellites and should have

a reliability commensurate with their planned use in the manned space fligiht programs (see

Appendix B.1.5).
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3.3. PMOP0SI) ATC 111OVATIONS

In the course of this investigation it became apparent that t\ capabilities, not available

In the present ATC system, would prove useful regardless of the communication system eventually

adopted. A brief discussion of each Is presented.

3.3.1. TRANSONIC CONTROL RIGION. Operating proposed su.)rsonic transports (SST) economi-

cally depends on the freedom to select optimum conditions for the transition from subsonic to

supersonic flight. During this critical phase, air traffic will i.ocessarily require close sur-

veillance by the traffic controller. The supersonic transport muit, by one means or another,

penetrate dense traffic of domestic, coastal and over-ocean aircraft of many types, Including

other supersonic transports, in an air traffic control region extending 300 to 400 miles from

the port-of-entry. It, therefore, seems essential that fast, roliaile, and flexible communi-

cations to the supersonic transport be available. Yortunately, the probable ascent and descent

profiles of the proposed SST are quite similar to radio line-of-sight profiles, so it is reason-

able to postulate a line-of-sight communication capability (as well a radar observation) in

much of the transitlon range. This is discussed further in following paragraphs.

Since economical operation in the transonic portion of the flight depends on metorological

conditions, very detailed and up-to-date weather information will be required. The extent to

which communications requirements can be reduced by preplanning the acceleration to supersonic

flight will depend on the success in providing adbquate weather data.

The present terminal control center is responsible for an aircraft from take-off until the

transition to en route flight conditions is corplete. The advent of supersonic aircraft will

extend this transition region because of the greater distances traveled during a cceleration to

cruising Mach numbers.

If projected supersonic transports are free from anti-noism restrictions, as they would be

if acceleration tok place over the ocean, a zone extending 300 to 400 miles from the terminal

would provide adequate acceleration space for the aircraft (4]. Typical fuel consumption rates

for a projected supersonic transport during 2cceleration (approximately 200,000 lb/hr) emphasize

the magnitude of the problem encountered in transition to supersonic speeds. If the transport

is required to accelerate during non-optimum meteorological conditions, an additional 10% to 20%

of the total fuel required for acceleration may be consumed. At the fuel rate just noted, this

Is entirely unacceptable since the capacity for carrying fuel teserves will be severely limited.

By providing an efficient and rapid approach to the termanal, the sransonic control region

would be of equal value for descending aircraft. The communications ranges required during ascent

and descent are roughly equal, depending on the C forces which are acceptable to the passengers.

Deceleration may be accomplished in 95 to 420 miles with corresponding g loads of 0.27 to 0.05 g

(4]. The 0.27-g figure is normal military procedure, but requires considerable familiarization

before passenger anxiety can be eliminated.

Since range, reliability, and channel capacity requirements in the transonic zone are

i quite different from en route communications, separate Implementation for the transonic region

0
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appears feasible. The altitudes at which deceleration begins are expected to be 6,.00 to 7C-,00c

feet; thus both ascending and descending aircraft would have the advantage of very higt altitudes

when communication ranges are greatest.

During typical ascent and descent profiles the SST would be within line of sight of the

control center and would benefit from improved transmitters and receivers which would extend

radio range to the increased line of sight resulting from high altitudes. For flight profiles

which fall below line of sight and for extended ranges, two propagation modes may be considered:

(1) tropospheric scatter and (2) groundwave t[F. The required ranges are within the theoretical

capabilities of both modes. Implementation in the 1970-1975 period, by which time the SST may

be expected to constitute a large part of the total traffic, is expected to realime those capa-

bilities.

3.3.2. INTERROGATION OF AIRCRAFT SENSORS. To perform his functions properly, the air

traffic controller must hgve access to aircraft navigation, altimetry, and velocity instruments.
2

With the exception of flight-following operaticns, the exact information required and the rate

at which it must be received by the controller depend upon the nature of the departure from the

flight plan or the seriousness of a potential conflict.

It is recommended that provisions be made for the selective digital interrogation of ap-

propriate flight instruments. It may be possib! to use portions of the present VOISPOND tech-

nique (used by some airlines for flight following) to implement such interrogation. There are

several potential advantages of an interrogation capability:

(a) The pilot is relieved of the burden of providing information.

(b) Because digital data are used, the transmission time, as well as the accuracy,

is expected to improve (i.e., human reaction time and errors are elimiizated).

Further, digital transmission with its minimum of 14.5-db power advantage over ana-

log transemission will also improve the accuracy of the received messages.

(c) Since ,he information can be transmitted in computer format and certain routine

computations performed befove the information is presented to the air traffic

controller, more effective use can be made of his time.

3.4. FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS

Throughout this report primary guidanc in frequency selection has been obtained from

Principles and Practices of Frequency Manrgement, General, issued by the Federal Aviation Agency,

Frequancy Management Staff Division [5). ,rsonal contacts with the personnel of that Division

and of the Communications Section of the Department of State provided additional insight.

2At present, all information about an aircraft's flight status and position are obtained

from the aircraft itself. If proposed system for determining aircraft position externally

(from satellites, for example) are implemented, the interrogation program could be aasily modi-
fied to request some data from the aircraft and some from the satellite (or its processing center).
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Wherever existing aeronautical bands were considered technically suitable, they have been

specifically recommended. Two factors dictated thia approach:

(a) Frequency allocations are immediately available; thus implementation delays

occasioned by lengthy negotiations for new frequencies are avoided.

(b) The substanti.Al 'Aniestment represented by the equipment presently operating in

these bands Is protected.

The propagation modes discussed providiv acceptable performance over . much broader range of

frequencies than the recommended band encompasses.3 If, for any reason, operation in an adjacent

band should be considered desirable, this would, in general, be acceptable.

4
SYSTEM SELECTION

4.1. sBTms COmIDUmU)

The systems selected for evaluation were thought to be useful either in single mode or in

comtinations. The pertinent propagation theory is presented in Appendix A.

Specific modes considered were.

(a) Skywave

(b) Oroundwave

(c) Tropospheric scatter

(d) Ionospheric scatter

(e) Meteor scatter

(f) Line of sight

(g) Sattfllte relay

.With tiai exception of satellite relaya, zo single system seemed capable of providing the re-

quired quality of service and coverage for a reasonable expenditure of resources (time, money,

spectru, "age). However, several modes, if combined with the existing Or system, have possible

applications in the pro-satellite interim system. Table II compares four such modes.

4.1.1. SIKWAVE. The backbone of tie present ATC communication system for aircraft flying

the North Atlantic Is HF skywave propagation. In spite of severe limitations, it will retain

this role until ATC coimunication satellites become available. Sven then, until the power limi-

sOre exception is the 1W modes which are limited by antenna considerations at the lower
frequencies and by poorer performance at the high end of the band.
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tatioos in the satellite are overcome, NY will remain in use for transmitting the routine informa-

tion - which cannot be accommodated by the limited satellite channels - to aircraft flying the

North Atlantic route.

The present if skywave propagation system Is unsuitable for ATC comunicationc over the

rorth Atlantic in 1970-1975 because

(a) The reliability of the propagation mode Is inadequate for anticipated ATC re-

quirements.

(b) The available Ni assignmnts are inadequate for anticipated peak loads if

voice communication is retained.

(c) Even when voice communication is technically possible, atmospheric noise and

multipath propagation often make the quality very poor.

The second and third factors can be minimized by transmitting all routine ATC messages

over a digital link instead of by voice. This would also improve the reliability of communi-

cations. Nowever, out ges lasting three hours or longer occur even hotween fixed stations using

high power transmitters, highly directional antennas, and the most modern modulation and coding

techniques. Such outages would be intolerable In an ATC system in 1970-1975. During 1W sky-

wave blackout, communications can be maintained only by using frequencies outside the H! band

or by using other modes of propagation.

In the auroral zone the long-term reliability of an Hf skyways link similar to the existing

ATC system (i.e., four or five frequencies available for selection at any given time) has been

estimated at 60 to 70% [6]. in an %ttempt to improve UI skywave aircraft communications in the

auroral zone, the Canadian Defence Research Telecommunications Establishment conducted trials of

frquency-sounding equipment [7]. Several conclusions are pertinent here:

(a) A well-spaced set of operating £requencies across the entire available band is

required if maxim=n benefit is to be obtained from sounding techniques.

(b) fropagat .on conditions change rapidly during ionospheric disturbances; therefore,

the channel-so;,ding equipment must be capable of rapid cycling through the

available frequencies

<c) During dsturbod conditions, propagation via modes other than the normal F-layer

mode (e.s., sporadic 9) Is common. The frequencies required are quite different

from thf. a normally used. Scunding appears to be the only practical way of

taking ar vantage of these anomolous conditions.

Loss of conts was greatly reduced by the use of sounding information but there were unac-

ceptably long perf-4 during which communication was not possible.

In another Invostigation of auroral zone iW skyway. propagation, the performance of a hypo-
thetical network of ground stations was predicted by using data from the three-day ionospheric

disturbance of September 1957 [8]. A triangular grid of stations spaced 2800-k apart in the

region from 400 Worth 90* No h between Greenland and Alaska, was postulatod. Frequency aite.h-

tng in the 3 to 30-O band a oed. Also, whenever direct contact was not possibla between
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stations, link switching was used to relay traffic over paths which wore operating. On this

theoretical basis, a reliability above 90% was achieved. However, in qnLto of the frequency

and link switching employed, there wore still six-hour periods of complete blackout (approxi-

mately the time required for a jet Atlantic crossing) on each link studied. Thus, while the re-

liability of HF skywave cowunicatlons in the auroral zone can be improved by optimum choice of

paths and frequencies, it must be remembered that without such flexibility the reliability is

very poor indeed. The present HF system, while not designed to choose the best pat' and best

frequency rapidly and automatically, does have several widely spaced ground stations and weather

shipa monitoring the aircraft frequencies. No doubt this network could be improved and made

more efficient by automatically testing and selecting the optimum combination of links at any

given time (9], but, as shown above, the potential for improved operational reliability has been

at least partially exploited in the existing system.

The multipath properties and the high atmospheric noise level are inherent in this mode of

propagation. For data transmission over an HF link, a high quality service can be provided by

using sophisticated coding techniques and a data rate which is low in comparison with the avail-

able channel bandwidth f10]. For improved voice comunication over 1CF links, comparable tech-

niques have not been developed and their widespread use in the future is unlikely since the

bandwidth for applying there noise and multipath suppression techniques tc voice communications

is not available in the crowded HF region.

The limited capacity of the present HF system for ATC is partially attributable to the use

of voice communications for transmitting messages which can 'e transmitted more efficiently by

other forms of modulation or coding. If air traffic Increases as predicted, the present voice

HF system will become overloaded. Therefore, some changes in present procedures will have to

be made. FroL a technical point of view it would be desirable to convert concurrently all rou-

tine voice ATC communications to a data link system. This would not only result in more reliable

ATC communication in the HF region, but the digital input-output equipment would be available

for the proposed VHF satellite data link. The use of an HF channel by both an ATC data link and

a voice communications system has undesirable features; but it might be a necessary compromise

if the HF communication load should become too heavy. As the traffic load increases, it is ex-

pected that an interim system employing VHF tropospheric scatter would be phased in to reduce

the load on HF channels.

4.1.2. GROU!DWAVI. Signals propagated by groundwave can provide reliable service rver

ranges adequate for complete coverage of the North Atlantic if frequencies in tte L region are

used. Unfortunately, air-to-ground transmission is not possible in this frequency range with

antennas suitable for airline use. Air-ground-air operation is feasible in the HF band; however,

depending on frequency, ranges are limited to 300-500 miles.

Groumdwave LF is in use at present for ground-to-air servl.e and will probably continue to

be useful in an interim system for m3teorological information. However, the 1i-mtatlcns of one-

w-- transaias ion precj1-e 1L .- a primary means of AC communication. When the satellite ryate.1

becomes operational, it can asste the present functions of IF.
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In the HF band the groundwave service would be quite similar in range to that available

with troposcat. In general, it would be more subject to atmospheric noise interference, but it

would also utilize existing aircraft equipment and would rmuire only modest changes in ground

stations - primarily, a suitably polarized antenna located near the water's edge. Thus, the

groundwave mode would fill the skip-zone gaps in HI skywave propagatLon and, since groundwaves

perform well under conditions which black out HF skywaves, it would provide more usable channels

in the aeronautical HF band.

Although the development of equipment for HI use has reached a high stage, it is probable

that applying accumulated knowledge to the specific problem of optimizing equipment parameters

for a groundwave ATC system would result in worthwhile improvements, such as improved antennas

for both ground and aircraft, greater power output from aircraft transmitters, and noise re-

duction in receivers to permit taking advantage of the very low noise conditions during solar

disturbances. However, in view of the recommendatio herein and the general trend of aircraft

equipment to higher frequencies, the expense of such a development program would be more diffi-

cult to justify than that of a similar program for VHF. Also, the available HF allocations -

even with improved utilization made possible by adding a groundwave capability - would not pro-

vide enough voice channels for the increased traffic conditions in the 1970's. Digital trans-

mission, if adopted, would ease the channel overload problem.

In summary, HY groundwave would be the most desirable alternative to VHF troposcat in an

interim system which employed HY skywave to provide the required long-range coverage.

4.1.3. TROROSPHOIC SCATTUR. Although the tropospheric scatter mode is applicable to a

wide range of frequencies, the same economic advantages apply to the use of VHF for tropospheric

scatter as apply to the use of VHF for satellite systems, i.e., the investment in presently in-

stalled VHF aircraft equipment is large and cannot be ignored. In addition, the frequency allo-

cation problem is minimized since the existing VHF aeronautical band is in limited use over the

Atlantic; therefore, a usable spectrum is available without a major change in allocation.

Although the characteristics of tropospheric scatter are reasonably well known, much of

the knowledge has been obtained with point-to-point ground systems. Direct experience in air-

craft- has been limited to experimental operations conducted by Pan American World Airways (PAA)

over both the Atlantic and the Pacific [11, 12]. Recently two programs one FAA and one Air

Force (C-141 program), have conducted initial trials of experimental voice systems operating in

the aeronautical VHF and UHF bands (13, 141. The results should eventually define with some

precision the ranges and reliability obtainable in the North Atlantic with state-of-the-art

tropo systems. The achi.evatle reliability for air-ground-air links must still be established

through extensive test programs. The very long ranges associkted with ducting phenomenn must [
be geparated from the true tropospheric mode before reliable trope ranges can be established.

The primary limitation of troposcat is short ranga However, installations at principal

control centers (New York, Gander, and Shannon-Prestwick) would provide more reliable and higher

quality communications for 1outes over the North Atlantic with high traffic density. The cover-

age would be in those critical areas where flight paths begin to converge on destinations. Ex-
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tending the system by adding stations in Greenland, Iceland, and the Azores would further close

the gaps. 74ese stations would be best used by connecting them with land lines to the major con-

trol centers. Facilities such as the new ICAO cable could be used to advantage for this purpose.

If the concepts of an extended control zone for supersonic transports, a VHF troposcat

interim system, and a VHF satellite relay are accepted, it is possible to consider a unified

program of improving VHF equipment. Such a program could provide equipment compatible with do-

mestic line-of-sight, troposcat, and data-link satellites. Continued use of VHF equipment

would be assured and the airlines' investments would not be wasted on a stop-gap solution.

As noted in the discussion of the satellite relay system (Appendix B) it will be difficult

to provide voice links via early satellites, and, therefore, narrowband data transmission will

be employed. This could be turned to advantage in an interim VHF trope system if the modifications

necessary for narrowband data were phased-in before the satellite became available. Noise power

would be reduced by narrowing the 3-kc signal bandwidth required for voice to a nominal 500 bits/sec;

that is, one bit per cycle at baseband (7.8-db advantage). Also, a lower signal-to-noise ratio

would be acceptable for digital transmission. The net improvements in range would depend on

the allowances nt-essary to combat the deep fades typically encountered in troposcat (s.c Section

A.1.3.l).

The ground installatlons for troposcat would require new equipment, including large antennas

and transmitters in the kilowatt region. However, as in the case of aircraft equipment, use

would be assured for an extended period. Though trcposcat installations would be considerably

more expensive than present VHF installations, there is no reason to expect unreasonably high

costs since all parts of the system represent the present state of the art and require no major

development effort.

41..o IONOSPHEIUC SCATTER. The Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories have demonstrated

the feasibility of reliable air-ground-air ionospheric scatter at lf0-mize ranges (15). Tele-

type at 60 wpm and moderate error rates of approximately 10- appear to be practical values. As

noted in Section 3.2, the channel capacity for essential ATC communications is relatively low,

and provisions for relatively few 60-wpm channels should meet the requirements.

The disadvantages of the mode are the high transmitter power required (5-10 kw in the air-

craft) and the frequency-management and economic problems which arise from the requirements for

operation in the 30- to 70-Mc band. The time required to obtain allocaxions in an already crowded

portion of the spectrum (much of which is occupied by the European, Region 1, broadcast band) is

expected to be incompatible with implementation as an interim aystem.

Similarly, the re-equiping investment would be considerable since new aircraft receivers

and transmitters would be required. Even if converting present HF or VHF aircraft equipment

were feasible, an additional two orders of magnitude in transmitter power would be required.

Also, new aircraft antenna installations would be necessary. New ground station installation

would require approximately 50-kw transmitters and multiple diversity antenna systers.
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In spite of these drawbacks, the reliability of the propagation mode and the long ranges

achievable are sufficiently desirable in a hybrid system to justify the consideration of iono-

spheric scatter as a third alternative for an interim pro-satellite system.

4.1.5. MKTSOR SCATM . The feasibility of transmitting data by seans of meteor scatter

has been adequately demonstrated. However, two characteristics of this mode are incompatible

with the requirements for ATC communications for the North Atlantic.
I

7irst, successful trantmission requires relatively precise alignment of the antennas.

This introduces difficulties at each end of the path. Since an aircraft is a rapidly moving

platform, with only moderate stability about its three axes, maintaining the desired orientation

for its antenna would require complex equipment. Also, providing the necessary gain and di-

rectivity at 30 to 70 Mc would be difficult in a steerable aircraft antenna. At the other end

of the path, the ground station would have to provide cnough directive beams to cover the entire

area it services.

Second, the burst transmission required would make it very difficult to provide service to

more than one mobile station. The usual system of continuous monitoring of a reference signal

by both stations would be imprat tical with a single ground station servicing many aircraft. Un-

predictable delays between trantimissions prevent use of a roll call controlled by a "master clock"

to eliminate "party line" congestion, and the delays involved in a ground-controlled roll call

would be prohibitive.

The requirement for speed translation devices and message storage would also impose an ad-

ditional equipment burden on the aircraft.

4.1.6. LINX OF SIGHT. Two methods of implementing a trre..ral relay network cra can-

sidered: (1) ocean relay stations and (2) aircraft-to-aircraft relay.

The use of ocean stations to provide complete line'of-sight coverag, to a.lrcaft at the mini-

mum altitude of 20,000 feet assumed for 1970 is considered economically impractica b-nd technically A

unattractive (even more so at the present 6000-foot minimum controlled altatude). Further, the a

problem associated with ocean stations cast serious doubt on their utility for sysi~ms requiring

fewr're~ays than complete line-of-sight coverage, or complete coverage at altitudes higher than

the 20,OCO-foot minimum.

As indicated in Apperdix C, there are serious switching problem associated with the relaying

of messages in a system using ocean station buoys. In addition, there are the problem of so- a:

Bi

4 Relays by special aircraft maintained on station in the fashion of the Airborne Early-

Warning Network were rejected because of poor on-station reliability and high costs. There have
been occasional stirs of interest in the near-ideal qualifications of rigid airships (dirigibles)
as relay stations. Modern designs, especially when coupled with nuclear power plants, should
-be capable of overcoming the traditional difficulties. Sven though costs would probably be
greater than those of a aynchronous satellite relay, the comriunications capacity could far ex-
ceed that of a satellite, Serious interest in such an approach could only be justilied if a
military program were to be Instituted which would share development and base facility costs. i
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curing buoys in deep water, stabilizing antennas, and maintaining equipment under extreme environ-

mental conditions for extended periods of time. The majority of buoys would have to be moored

in deep water (over 1000 fathoms), wlich would be difficult. Since this question was studied in

detail by the Navigation and Guidance Laboratory of the University of Michigan, under a contract

(ARDS-499) with the Federal Aviation Agency, it will not be discussed in detail here (161.

Reference !6 concludes that manned trawler-type ships would probably provide the most eco-

nomical means of providing a technically satisfactory mount for a VORTAC station at sea.5 The

functions of a relay station are similar enough to those required of a VORTAC station to permit

conclusions about VORTAC to be applied to a relay station. First costs for two trawlers (re-

quired to man one station) were estimated at $500,000; operating costs, mostly salaries, at

$312,000 per year.

Figure 1 illustrates the number of ocean relay stations required to provide complete line-

of-sight coverage (for aircraft flying at 6000 to 60,ooo feet) of the North Atlantic between

latitudes 30 N and 70 N. The pattern of overlap is shown in Figure 2. Note that failure of a

single relay will result in a gap in coverag6.

A "floor altitude" of 20,000 feet, considered acceptable for 1970, requires 54 relays. At

the costs for one station listed above, 54 relays woula cost $27 million to install and $16.8

million per year to operate.

One of the most critical drawbacks to the entire system is the re-.uirement for enough fre-

quencies to return the aircraft-to-relay messages to a shore station. The best methods for re-

laying to shore appear to be groundwave or extended-range VIM. Since these two modes do not

permit direct relay to land for the majority of the ships, the complexity of the ship-to-shore

network contributes substantially to the maintenance and reliability problem. (Another problem

concerns the responsibility for maintaining an extensive relay system. Since the present ocean-

station vessels are provided under international agreement by countries bordering the North

Atlantic, a similar arrangement for maintenance of the relay vessels would presumably be negoti-

ated.)

The costs and technical problems are great enough to eliminate ocean-borne relays as a

practical approach to North Atlantic ATC comunications.

Aircraft-to-aircraft (between en route aircraft) relay is also unsatisfactory as a primary

air-ground-air communications link. The essentials of this system, described in one form by

Barnes and Graham (17], are

(1) A ground-control link of high reliability and full North Atlantic coverage

(specifically LF RTTY)

5That is, if Coast Guard ships were not used. In the case of a relay network, the
number of stations required would prohibit Coast Guard implementation.
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FIGURE 2. RELAY OVERLAP PATTERN

(2) An aircraft capability for receiving, storing, and retransmitting, on commend,

.eelayed messages (envisioned as a VHF line-of-sight link)

(3) The use of specific aircraft directed (by means of the LF link) to relay the

message along the chain back to the ground station.

In addition to Barnas' basic scheme, several factors have been added to make the method a

more effective primary eystem.

(1) The ground stations on either side of the Atlantic would have a direct high-

speed communications capability (possibly via leased phone or data-link facilities

provided by commercial communications satellites) so that an aircraft could relay

a message either forward or backward to a shore station.

(2) An instrument interrogation system (Section 3-3) would be provided so that the

aircraft would have the fundamentals of a digital system regardless of the

communication medium.

This system is unsatisfactory for the following reasons. First, the reliability of the entire

system depends upon q line-of-sight net connecting all atrcraft and, at least, one ground station.

Consequently, an emergency return to land by a disabled aircraft, a cancelled flight, or a radio

malfunction can eliminate all communications between a large body of traffic (presumably, closely

spaced in the high-traffic, 1975 era) and t) traffic controller.

Second, although the paper by Barnes and Graham argues that, when traffic density is too

low to permit air-to-air relay, and the need for ATC communication is minimized, it apparently

does not consider that the gaps (i.e., the regions of sparse traffic) may appear at both shore-

lines so that a dense mass of traffic in mid ocean becomes stranded without ATC. Furthermore,

Barnes assumes that the ground station will continue to request reports from each aircraft, even

though no reply is received, and that, in the process of relaying messages, each aircraft will

become aware of the positions of other aircraft nearby. However, it seems unlikely that on

short notice individual pilots will be able to implement an effective, cooperative ATC system

capable of replacing the ground-based controller, who has the entire traffic picture at his dis-

posal.
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Third, the system fails to provide assured communications in emergency situAtions, a diffi-

culty that might partly be overcome by carrying a rocket-launched emergency transmitter to broad-

cast a Mayday message.

Finally, each aircrait would require automatic message relaying equipment and a meszage

storage capacity that far exceeded the requirements of a basic instrument interrogation system.

Installing these would be costy.

Although the concept of using air-to-air relay as a primary system has been discarded, the

capability for air-to-air relay should be retained in any proposed communications system. That

is, nothing in a new system should prevent informal aircraft-to-aircraft communication.

4.1.7. SATELLITE RglAIS. A detailed discussion of satellite relays, the recommended ATC

communications system, iii given in Section 4.2 and Appendix B; however, one point regarding the

use of multiple satellites In random low-to-m-dium altitude orbits requires emphasis here. In

Appendix B this type of satellite system is discarded primarily because of cost. However, even

if the cost could be made comparable to that of the recommended synchrouous satellite system,

serious technical difficulties would be encountered in implementing such a system to provide area

(as opposed to point-to-point) coverage for a large number of mobile stations. (Appendix C dis-

cusses basic problems of rotting which are especially applicable to this case.)

Specifically, consider the problem of determining which satellite will be used to relay an

air-to-ground message. If broad-beam aircraft antennas are used, then more than one satellite

may receive the message. Thus selective call of individual satellites or different operating

frequencies are required for each satellite. (A minimum of 40 to 50 satellites would be re-

quired to provide reasonable probability of uninterrupted service.) Determining which satellite

to select at a given time and geographic location is a relatively complex problem. Figure 3

indicates that this problem must be solved a number of times during each Atlantic crossing, even

if SST flight times and medium-altitude orbits are assumed. Probably the best method of pro-

viding the necessary information is computation by ground-station computers and relay to the

aircraft.

Similarly, the access of multiple aircraft to a single satellitA req:ires orderly processing

of simultaneous messages (e.g., busy signals or a roll call approach).

The complexity of equipment and procedures and the amount of data processing required to

make a multiple-satellite system function efficiently are serious drawbacks when application to

ATC communication is considered.

4.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE RECOOMME D SYSTEM

The North Atlantic ATV communications system recommended for 1975 is a synchronous, equatori-

al satellite relay operating in the aeronautical VKF band. An integral part - the recommendation

is the requirement for un interim syistem which will serve two functions: (1) supplement.the ex-

isting V skywave comwaications until the satellite system can br implemented, (2) serve as a

transition system to facilitate the changeover to satellite communications. The satellite system

itself must be understood before these two facets of the interim system can be considered.
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4.2.1. SATRllITS SYSTM. An ATC satellite communication relny (ATSAT) to serve all North

Atlantic ATC requirements (with digital channels) could be implemented in the 1970-1975 period

by using the VHF aircraft radio equipment now installed.

Each of the two ATSAT digital channels provided would have enough data capacity to handle

the air-ground-air ATC traffic expected in 1975. With current aircraft VHF equipment, only

digital-data transmission is possible via the satellite; however, voice will probably be used

when the aircraft are close enough for contact with land stations (VHF troposcat or line of sight).

An emergency voice capability via a satellite could be provided by replacing the present AN

d-uble-sideband equipment with VHF FDFM or single-sideband (SSB) AM equipment. Such a voice

capability is not considered essential for over-ocean ATC purposes and would be possible only

if normal digital ATC transmission were stopped during the voice message. The satellite portion

of ATSAT would not have to be modified to accept FM or SSB at a later date, since it is a

frequency translation system capable of handling any form of modulation within its 25-kc band-

width capabilities.
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The ATSAT would be placed in a 24-hour equatorial orbit by an Atlas-Agena booster combina-

tion. When positioned over the equator at 30W, 6 it can provide the coverage shown in Figure 4

for satellite numbar two. It is believed that having ground stations in both North America and

Europe-would-best serve ATC needs (see Appendix B.2). The two ground stations could use the

spare charnel for inter-station traffic and thus reduce the need for leased lines. The stations

would be connected with other ATC centers in their respective areas and would be relatively in-

expensive since they would not require tracking antennas.

In order to make use if present aircraft VHF equipment, VHF channels should be used between

the aircraft and the satellite. Four 25-ke bandwidth clear channels will be required.

For ATC communications between the satellite and the ground, four 25-kc bandwidth channel

assignments in the UHF band of 1540 to 166o Mc (two at each end) are desirable, but similar assign-

ments in the 81W band of 50C to 5250 Mc would be an acceptable ,second choice. Although VHF could

be used for this service, it is not particularly desirable, since isolation of the additional VI?

antennas would be difficult and additional V1F transmitter power would be required in the satel-

lite (to keep the ground antennas within reasonable dimensions). Furthermore, requiring another

four clear channels in the VHF band would be undesirable.

The ground-to-satellite command signals and the satellite-to-ground telemetry data channels

used to monitor the satellite require four more UHF or VHF narrowband clear channels.

Clear channels are needed to prevent other services from interfering with system operation.

The signal power on the ground from the satellite transmitters it well below the -135 dbw level

advised by IT to prevent interference with ground stations. Signals transmitted from ground

to satellite have relatively narrow beanwidth antennas, and the transmission power levels are I
not over 100 watts.

The estimated costs summarized in Table III are discussed in more detail in Section B.1.4.

Because the launch vehicles may be destroyed during launching, and because the satellites cannot

be repaired once they are in orbit, the estimates are necessarily based on .-%pected probabilities.

TABL III . 3STIMAT& COSTS OF ATSAT

Ground Station Facilities (2) $ 2,000,000

Nquipment Development (Satellite,
Aircraft Antennas) $ 5,000,000

Initial Year's Vehicle Launch Costs minimum $20,000,000

maximnu $60,000,0o

Long-Term Average Coot, Including First-Year
Launch Costs $ 7,100,O0/year

6This choice is arbitrary and can be adjusted east or west to modify the coverage.
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Fortunately, as launch ard satellite technology Improve, costs any be considerably reduced,

The authors have been conservative In estimating cost and factors that determine it. For example,

all of the satellite equipment (with the exception of the antennas) is duplicated, but this dupli-

cation has not been taken into account in estimating the expected life in orLtit; that is, a con-

servative value of 5 years has been used.
7

In spite of the rapid advances in space technology, there are no known develo;%ents which

ay require different choices of frequency or orbit. However, these advances are expected to

improve the probability of successfully injecting the satellites into orbit and thus reducing

the costs.8 Also, the eventual development of larger boosters, reusable boosters, and nuclear

power sources may reduce costs and provide greater comunications capacities as soon as their

reliability has been established. Nuclear power sources, which could increase available trans-

mitter power by a factor of at least 10, would also permit the implementation of UHF links be-

tween the satellites and the aircraft.

The major costs of aircraft installations tor the satellite ATC link are the antenns and

the digital print-out or display equipment. The antenna considered is a switched four-blade

phased array proposed by Convair [18]. The features of this design (which is used here only for

illustration) are similar to ATSAT requirements; costs based on it may be considered representa-

tive o& retrofit installations. This array Is externally mounted; the added drag may be con-

sidered excessive, but flush installations on a retrofit basis are potentially expensive and

technically difficult. (An alternative external array with lower drag 4s described in Reference

15; pairs of small elements are mounted on the surface of the vertical fin.) It Is assumed that

installations on new aircraft would be flush and that costs would be no greater (and quite proba-

bly less) than the retrofit costs. The difficulties which may be encountered in supersonic trans-

port installations cannot be assigned a dollar value at thic itage. M,.wever, ATSAT requirements

,lo not seem to impose any great additional burden beyond that entailed by provision for conventinal

antennas.

Estimated costs for the four-blade array are:

Natrials (antennas, coaxial relays, control panels, casting end
I Individual pre-amps) $4000

Installation (assuming that work is done during regular overhaul
and that no adverse flight chRracteristic changes are encountered) $3000

TOTAL WO00

TBell Laboratories indicate that a mean tine to failure of 10-20 years is required to make
a comwunication satellite relay commercially worthwhile, and they expect to achieve it.

Launching six vehicles whose individual probability of achieving orbit is 0.6 at a cost of
$60 million has a 0.95 probability of successfully injcoting two satellites into orbit (see
Figure 38). If the first two shots are successful, the coat will be minim. The long-term
average is not a.'ected by the initial launch successes.
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The question of costs for the digital printer or other input device is much more difficult

to resolve. If the over-ocean system is considered independently, there is a wide range of out-

put equipment which could be coupled to the ATSAT output. This might be considered a user's

option, and costs would vary widely. However, if it is assumed that a domestic digital system

will evolve, the same equipment (perhaps operating at reduced speeds) will almost certainly be

used over-ocean.

The functions required are:

(1) Speed buffer -- input data rate-to-printer rate

(2) Printer -- tape printer (more probably, page printer9

or possibly a visual display)

(3) Message composer - either an alpha numeric keyboard or a
fixed format device for composing messagee
similar to those in Appendiz D

(4) Outgoing message storage -- the link data rate and the p.oposed roll-
call system require that outgoing messages
be stored, ready for high-speed trans-
mission on omand

A system performing these functions could be obtained at a cost Of $3000 to $5000 per aircraft.

It has been pointed out that a voice capability would require ran aircraft receivers,

which are estimated to cost 25% to 50% more than present equipment. The new (conventional) trans-

ceiver now corting into use costs approximately $2500.

4.2.2. INT=IM SYSTI. The interim system will be replaced by satellite relays in approxi-

mately ten years. Quick economical implementation of a system which will perform effectively

during those years will require:

(a) Choice of a frequency band in which allocations are available for aeronautical

purposes or can be obtained with the least international nqotiation.

(b) Use of oxisting aircraft RY equipment or modifications which do not require

major expenditures of capital or development time.

(c) Selection of a system in which the interim equipment and the development devoted

to it can be used or adapted for use with the eventual satellite system.

A combination of the existing X5 skywave system and a VWr tropospheric scatter network

meets these criteria.

Although HF skywave is not adequate to meet future requirements alone, it is the best basic

propagation mode around which an interim system can be maintained. It is a system in being, and

as such provides a basic level of communications immediately. As supplementary service becomes

9 The possibilities of voice-to-digital and digital-to-voice conversion are not considered
here. Though u great deal of work is being done in this field, there has not been sufficient study
of over-ocean requirements to verify the need for voice comuications.
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available, it will remain the primary means of communication in those areas beyond the range of

tropoecat. And, finally, when complete, reliable coverage of the North Atlantic becomes avail-

able from the first satellites, it will continue to service the operational traffic of the air-

lines. In addition, it will function as a backup systes in the event of VHF equipment failure.

Tropospheric scatter at Viif has a limited range. However, mocest expenditures for low-nolse

receiver preamplifiers 1 0 and, possibly, improved antennas and transmitters on the aircraft, plus

provisions for new VHF ground stations in strategic locations can improve the reliability and

add to the channel capacity available with the existing HF syetemi, The same new equipment would

insure reliable full line-of-sight communication at the higher jet and SST operating altitudes.

Troposcat installations in such major control areas as New York, Gander, and Prestwick would pro-

vide the necessary coverage and capacity in those critical areas where traffic begins to converge

toward coast&l destinations. Additional stations in Greenland, Ice nnd, the Azores, and Bermuda

would further close the cover-ge gaps.

The supersonic transport will require 2. reliable high-capacity communication service during

acceleration to supersonic speeds; that is, approximatuly a 400-mile radius about the departure

terminal (see flection 3,3). Ixtend d-range VHi could provide this service until satellite relays

become available (and after, if the required channel capacity is too high to be accommodated by

first-generation satellites).

The tact that the domestic VHIF system is relatively satisfactory and that its equipient has

been very costly insures its continued presence aboard aircraft. The recommended satellite system

operates ir the same band. Adopting extended-range VHF as the interim supplement to HF would

concentrate technical and financial resources toward a single goal: the development of a unified

set of aeronautical RF equipment to serve domestic, coastal and, eventually, mid-ocean areas on

a single aeronautical baid.

5
SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

North Atlantic aircraft, together with oceanic ATC centers and the associated navigation

and communicttion equipment, constitute a man-machine system. As in any such system, the factors

affecting performance are interdependent, and changes in equipment or in the standing operation

s Necessrily, aircraft noise must be kept low if full advantage is to be obta.ined from low-

n-)ise receivers. PAA states that during their tropospheric tests the usable gain of 5.5-db re-

ceivers was not lmited by aircraft ambient noise [l]. Both propeller and Jet aircraft were
2used in the tests.
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procedures (SOP) are reflected in the overall operation of the system. For this reason, a pro-

posed change must be analyzed in such a way that the aggregate effect on the system cun be pre-

dicted with some deree of assurance. oha section discusses the general problem of system

synthesis and analysis, with particular emphasis on the role of mathematical models.

5.1. THE ROLE OF MATHIMTICAL M)AILS

In contrast to the basic scientist, who can measure the effects of a change in a system by

experineitation in a controlled laboratory environment, the engineer concirned with large-scale

man-machine systems can seldom draw definite conclusions by direct experimentation. An evalua-

tion of the effects of a change in a large-scale system frequently encounters the following types

of problemc:

(a) The environment in which the system must operate cannot be controlled.

(b) The cost of building and installing prototype equipment for experimental pur-

poses is prohibitively high.

(c) The possibility of endangering lives or damaging property is large.

Because of these limitations and the lack of a general theory for large-scale system, many

analyses in r'cent years of both military and nonmilitary problems have utilized a class of tools

loosely termed "mathematical and computer simulation models." In view of the problem in design-

ing an adequate ATC system for the North Atlantic in which factors such as communication, navi-

gational capability, safety, and economics are considered, mathematical modeling and computer

simulation are of considerable interest to the FM.

From a general point of view, the role of a mathematical model in system design and analysis

Is to provide a framework for introducing pertinent factors in order to study their effects on

overall system performance. For example, the separation standards now employed in the North

Atlantic are such that the peak traffic loads predicted for 1975 exceed the saturation point for

economic operation. 1 A germane question is: "Can separation standards be reduced to accommo-

date peak traffic loads within geographical bounds acceptable for economical operation?" Here

a model's usefulness becomes apparent. Since the current separation standards are determined by

the accuracy of navigation equipment and by the ability of the controller to devise and imple-

ment a suitable instruction, a discussion of decreasing separations leads to a consideration of

possible improvements in navigation and communications.

The system aspect of the problem is apparent in that, to determine how changes in the coam-

munication system might affect ATC, one must have some estimate of the peak loads. But this wil

be a function of the number of aircraft, the SOP's, the number of channels available, etc. That

is to say, the subsystem designers require estimates of usage as inputs in proposing improved

systems.

11 Note that the supposition of reasonably economic operation is needed; otherwise, by,
routing aircraft sufficiently far north and/or south, the traffic density can be made arbi-
trarily small. Clearly, however, a New York-London flight via San Juan or the Nortn Pole can
not be considered as economically reasonable.
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Mathematical models can represent each part of a large-scale man-machine system, as well

as the Interconnecting links between subsystems, to a given degree of detail. Further, if the

represented relations can be expressed in computable algebraic and logical (Boolean) expressions,

the abstract mathematical model can be reduced to a computer simulation model. With such a model,

one can introduce various inputs in terms of tables, distributions, and expected values, and

simulate the operation of the system. By changing the logical flow of the model, or by intro-

ducing different sets of inputs, various alternatives which affect the performance of a given

configuration can be compared.

A major difficulry in attempting to develop a communication system for North Atlantic air

traffic in 1975 is the lack of a general framework. The lack of concerted effort in character-

Lzing the complete system Is particularly critical for two reasons:

(1) The introduction of the SST for air carrier service initiates an era 'for which

there is no comparable operational experience that can be extrapolatod from other

systems.

(2) Sven without the introduction of SST, the predicted increase in the number of

flights will saturate the system if operated under current SOP's.

Although one may argue that the airlines and associated organizations were faced with a

*similar problem prior to the introduction of the subsonic jet, the extrapolation from the current

system to a 19T5 system appears to be much more difficult.

In the past, a number of attempts have been made to describe certain aspects of North At-

lantic ATC operations by modeling techniques (2 and 19]. It does not appear that the studies

have dealt adequately with the interaction between the navigation system, the type of ATC system

(i.e., strategic, tactical, or hybrid), and the comaunications system. Since the co&t and diffi-

* culty of supplying communications to an aircraft over the North Atlantic is a sensitive function

of these factors, the effects of system interactions cannot be neglected. A systems analysis

should be Initiated as soon as possible to provide the essential framework for more detailed

communication system design.
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Appendix A
GENERAL PROPAGATION BACKGROUND

This appendix is a compilation of pertinent background material from the literature. It

is hoped that it will eliminate the need for much of the tedious reference searching which would

otherwise be required for the more serious reader.

A.1. PROPAGATION OVER THR NORTH ATLANTIC

Radio communications over the North Atlantic are complicated by the following features:

(1) the northernmost areas fall within the auroral zone where there are high attenuations in the

ionosphere; (2) the southernmost areas are not far enough south to benefit from the low-loss

ducting phenomena, which are fairly dependable at the southerly latitudes, but are close enough

to some of the principal noise centers to increase the atmospheric noise received; and (3) de-

pendable long-distance (1300 miles or more) communications are desired. These limitations,

added to the problems which are normally encountered in aircraft communications, such as limited

antenna gains and transmitter powers, and aircraft noise, make it necessary to examine the various

possible modes of propagation which might be useful, not only by themselves but in a combined,

or hybrid, system.

In general, the radiation from an antenna in the presence of a ground plane can be des-

cribed in terms of tweo components: the surface or groundwave, and the spacewave. The ground-

wave is modified by the effects of a lossy ground plane. The spacewave follows a direct, line-

of-sight path, but Is limited to the horizon unless it is returned to the earth through a reflecting

mechanism. Some ot these mechanisms are fairly continuous and well defined, such as the "bounce"

off the ionosphere at high frequencies and refraction in the troposphere. In addition, there ere

several sporadic mechanisms giving intermittent signals well beyond the line of sight: (1) changes

in the slope of the refractive-index profile of the troposphere which cause super-refractive con-

ditions (e.g., ducting), (2) sporadic clouds in the 3 region of the ionosphere, (3) turbulent

layers in the ioncsphere, (4) meteor-induced columns of ionization at heights of 70-110 km,

(5) auroral loxazation, and (6) normal F-layer propagation at lower VHF during abnormal solar

conditions.

Propagation thus depends heavily upon the characteristics of the earth and its atmosphere.

This dependency requires considerations of frequencies, polarizations, regions of operation, and

even the time of day and year. Therefore, approximations and generalizations are necessary in

the following summary.

A.1.1. SKYWAVS. The spacewave encounters the earth's atmosphere and, therefore, is highly

dependent upon the characteristics of the atmosphere. Figure 5 shows some of these character-

istics with the commonly used designations for the various layers. The direct part of the space-

wave represents energy that travels from the transmitting to the receivi4 antenna in the earth's

troposphere. This wave commonly consists of at least two components: one is produced by a ray
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that travels directly from transmitter to receiver, and the other by a ray that is reflected to

the receiver by the earth or other objects. The net-received signal is the vector sum of the

two components. The mode of operation using the spacewave is known as skywave reception. Sky-

wave reception is made posvible by the ionization in the upper atmosphere, which begins about

80 km above the earth's surface and which bonds the ray path toward the .-eceiving antenna.

The ionosphere influences radio waves largely through the presence of free electrons. Heavy

positive ions are present also, but their effects are negligible above frequencies of a few hun-

dred cps. The layers of the ±lonosphore are referred to as the 9, F1 , and F2 layers, as shown in

Figure 5. A lower layer, D, is also prerent during the sunlit hours, but its prir,.lpal effect

is to absorb rather than ref!-ct energy.

In the ionosphere, the electric field of the wave exerts a force on the free electrons.

These electrons, in turn, act as miniature dipole antennas, re-radiating with a phase displace-

ment. This action, together with the change in the electron density (the density varies as a

function of height in the ionosphere), produces an effect on the wave equivalent to that of a

varying index of refraction bending the ray paths downward again. The magnAtude of the electron

current induced is greater at lower frequencies (the average velocity induced in the electrons

by the radio wave is inversely proportional to frequency) so that refraction is more effective

at lower frequencies. 12  In fact, below about 50 kc the ionosphere can be closely approximated

by a sharply defined reflecting boundary. As the frequency is increased, a critical frequency

is attained above which the radio waves are propagated through the ionosphere and into outer

space. This critical frequency f is defined so that a wave of the critical frequency or lowerc

will be reflected from the ionospheric layer irrespective of the angle of Incidence. Waves having

a frequency greater thar this critical value will be returned to earth only when the angle of

incidence is sufficiently low.

If a wave with frequency greater than the critical frequency is propagated at different

angles of incidence, a minimum distance Is reached. (The skip distance corresponds to the maxi-

mum angle of incidence which will still return the incident wave to earth.) The frequency which

makes a given receiving point correspond to a distance from the transmitter equal to the skip

distance for that frequency is termed the maximum usable frequency (m.u.f.). For a simplified

plane model of the ionosphere, the m.u.f. is given by fc sec #, where 0 is the angle of inci-

dence at the reflecting layer. Predicting the m.u.f. for an actual situation Is much more diffi-

cult. For practical cases the m.u.f. does not exceed about three to four times the critical

frequency (the maximum theoretical value of sec #is about five). This limits the one-hop trans-

mission path to a maximum of about 2500 miles. The transmission via the 2 and F layers is

essentially that of free space (within about three db at the m.u.f.). Methods for predicting

the m.u.f. from ionospheric data have been developed, and forecasts are published regularly by

the NBS.

1 2 The earth's magnetic field causes the electrons to describe elliptical paths instead of

simple oscillations in the plane of polarization. The net effect is that polarization is not

maintained in ionospheric transmission. This effect is also inversely proportional to frequency.
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The range of the critical frequency between nighttime and daytime operation is about a

factor of three (higher for daytime operation). However, during the daytime a gap appears in

the usable frequency spectrum between approximately 0.5 and 1.5 Mc. This is caused by absorp-

tion of the skywave in the D region of the ionosphere. In the nighttime skywave spectrum there

is no gap.

The upper parts of the ionosphere are subject to great variations caused by disturbances

from verious sources. Measurements at HP have indicated that under quiet conditions (no Iono-

spheric storm ) there is very little difference between transmission over an auroral and non-

aurora! path [21). Also, when aurora are present near the zenith, there are strong reflections

from sporadic 3 clouds in the ionosphere at frequencies above 7 Mc (22].

Ionospheric storms are disastrous to skywave communications at HF (23]. These storms gener-

ally occur in phases. In the first 'hase, high turbulence In the auroral regions (near the

magnetic poles) causes complete failure of HF skywave communications and weakening of nighttime

W (broadcast-band) skywave. In the second phase, the effects of the storm expand and diffuse

toward lower latitudes; there Is a decrease in the m.u.f. and an increase in the absorption at

high frequencies. Mild storm may cause blackouts in localized areas, particularly in the equi-

noctial periods. Great storm , which tend to occur on the rising part of the sunspot cycle,

can adversely affect skywave communications, even at relatively low latitudes. An important
I point is that theme storms occur in phases, and that these phases affect localities and frequen-

cies at different times [24]. Thus the effects of these disturbances can be minimized by using

a combination of space and frequency diversity, by providing alternate routes, and by using the

best frequ--ncy within the available HP band in each locality. Such an approach was suggested in

the literature after field tests in the Arctic showed that some HF communication circuits stayed

open during disturbed periods (8].

The hypothetical system proposed in Roference 8 uses transmitting and receiving stations

placed at the vertices of an array of equilateral triangles. The spacing between stations is

about 1750 miles. From the study of this theoretical system, it was concluded that communication

within and from the polar regions I* nearly always possible (approximately 90% of the time), even

during 'y ar-cap blackout,' when a number of alternate frequencies and both frequency and spaceI diversity switching are used.

Anothar ionospheric disturbance which can be severe occurs as a result of a large solar

flare. This produces complete HF blackout on paths traversing any portion of the sunlit part

of the world. These blackouts can occur at any time, but are particularly likely to be serious

during the rising part of the sunspot cycle. They are characterized by additional path 3csses

of fifty to hundreds of db and have been known to last many hours. However, total radio-circuit

time lost may be only a fraction of a percent when averaged over several years.

Normally, frequencies below the broadcast band are not severely affected by disturbances of

this type, and propagation at LF.and VLP may actually improve during such a disturbunce because

of the increased conductivity of the lower part of the ionosphere. Also, since most of the at-
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ospheric noise in the North Atlantic is propagated by the ionosphere, hihr ionospheric attenu

ation results in a lower noise level.

So far, this appendix has considered the effects of the 9 and F layers, which are responsible

for the refractive effects of radio waves. However, most skywave absorption takes place in the

D region. This type of absorption is called non-deviativo since the ray passes through the ab-

sorbing region rather than being bent to earth by it. (Some energy absorption also occurs in

the region where the wave is bent to earth by .eviative absorption; the absorption increases

with the amount of retardation of the wave. However, deviative absorption is small compared to

D-rogion, non-deviative absorption.) Non-deviative absorption when expressed in db, has been

found to be approximately inversely proportional to the square of the frequency (see Appendix

A.1.5). It follows that HF skywave signals are stronger for frequencies close to the m.u.f.

Unfortunately, as one operates closer to the m.u.f., comunications become less reliable. Un-

less one is willing to test the channel before each use and to employ several alternative frequen-

cies, the use of the high end of the HF band presents a rather foralidable challenge for reliable

operation.

Another consideration is the noise present in the 1F and HP bands. In the MY band atmos-

pheric static is ordinarily the controlling noise effect. Atmospheric static is caused by

lightning and other nat, ral electrical disturbances and is propagated over the earth by iono-

spheric transmiss'-.n - the same mechanism as doscribed above for signal propagation. Atmos-

pheric static is more noticeable in the warm, tropical areas, where thunderstorms are frequent,

than in the colder, northern regions. A typical range of noise values averaged over a year is

about 30 db higher in the tropics than in the Arctic region, with the noise level at 40* latitude

around the median value (in db) between these extremes [251]. The static-noise level follows

roughly the same frequency dependency as does ionospheric propagation with the static level

stronger at night than in the daytime, up to about 30 Me, and takes a characteristic dip of about

one to two M c at noon. gstimates of atmospheric noise on a world-wide basis are available [26)].

At the upper end of the HF band, cosmic noise becomes the controlling factor, but since this is

much lower than atmospheric noise at the lower frequencies, it follows that the closer the oper-

ating frequency is to the m.u.f., the lower the noise level. Below the m.u.f., of course, only

a portion of the cosmic noise reaches the earth. Man-made noise may become significant near

large cities at the higher end of the HF band. In addition, the electrical noise generated by

the aircraft must be considered.

Aircraft antenna problems are not severe in the HF band, but as the frequency is lowered

through the 1F band it becomes increasingly difficult to achieve good antenna efficiency [27, 28].

If a directive radiation pattern is not required (most often it is not, since the direction of the

maximum received signal is expected to vary with reference to the airframe), the lower frequencies

yield good overall patterns below about six Mc. Above this value .nd up to the upper end of the

HF band, patterns a,'e well-behaved, becoming more directional In the VHF range. The major di-

mensions of typical transport aircraft are of the order of a wavelength for the 3-30 Mc range,

so that the wings and fuselage can serve as excellent radiating elements when appropriately ex-

cited. The major dimensions of future aircraft are expected to remain in this same range.
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The aircraft antenna problem at HF is complicated by the frequency sensitive characteristics

of ionospheric propagation. It is customary to provide a range of operating frequencies. This,

together with aircraft resonance, causes the antenna impedance to vary from inductive to capaci-

tive. An antenna tuner is required to match the antenna for good power transfer. Current air-

craft systems incorporate automatic matching, so that with careful antenna design this problem

is not severe. However, additional equipment is required. Though polarization on a typical air-

craft antenna varies with the operating frequency, this does not hamper reception of the skywave

since signal polarization is not maintained in this mode of propagation.

Precipitation noise in aircraft is a major problem; unless it is attenuated, it can be

greater than atmospheric static (29]. Moderate design precautions can reduce the noise caused

by precipitation static to the same order of magnitude as atmospheric static at UP. Although

the precipitation static falls off with increasing frequency, it does so less rapidly than atmos-

pheric static, so that the effect of precipitation static is still present In the HF band. This

precipitation static occurs in the electrostatic field about the aircraft; consequently, reception

by a loop antenna is advantageous at the lower frequencies. Such LF loop antennas are used on

present aircraft as one of the elements of the ADF system. They could also be used on any LF

coAmunications channel that is proposed for aircraft communication (for reception only - this

is discussed further in the next section).

Multipath conditions for skywave ptopagation are severe. Two problems arise: (1) the

fading which results from RF carrier phase differences, and (2) delays in the arrival of the sig-

nal due to propagation via several paths. These delays may be oZ the same order of magnitude

as spoken syllable lengths. Tests made on HF circuits indicate that delays up to several msec

between different paths can be expected, so that there is distortion even on voice circuits (30].

The multipath fading is fairly rapid; thus, if there is enough redundancy in the message, a

given message gets througn in spite of the multipath condition. Digital rates higher than about

103 pp. do not appear feasible in skywave comunication. In order to minimize the effects of

multipath conditions, operation at frequencies close to the m.u.f., frequency shift keying (FSK)

with long keying elements, and directive antenna arrays could be employed. The use of alterna-

tive routes and increased power has little, if any, effect on multipath jitter.

At the frequencies most suitable for long-range transmission (i.e., close to the m.u.f.,

at low angles) the skip distance is quite large. As the frequency it lowered, the groundwave

and skywave ranges overlap, with the result that severe fading can occur when the two signals

are comparable in amplitude. If transmission by both waves is desirable, it may be advantageous

to use two transmitter (and/or antenna) sites and switch between them as the conditions dictate.

A.1.2. GROUNDWAVE. If a radio wave is radiated near the earth, some of the energy is

transmitted into the ground. Since the ground is not a perfect reflector, this energy sets up

ground currents, and the resultant waver propagate. In carrying this induced current, the earth

behaves as a leaky capacitor, described in terms of the conductivity and dielectric constant.

The losses of energy in the groundwavo from absorption by the earth are replenished, in part, by

the diffraction of additional energy downward from portions of the wave that are immediately

above the surface of the earth.
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The groundwave is vertically polarized near the earth sJ:uce any horizontal component of

the electric feld in contact with the earth is effectively short circuited. However, as the

antennas are raised above the ground, the strength of a horizontally polarized component for a

given radiated signal increases much more rapidly tharn the strength of the corresponding vertically

polarized component, until the antennas reach a certain height, above which the field is sub-

stantially independent of polarization. (The height is highly dependent on the frequency: at

the frequency of 3 Mc, it is about 6000 feet; at 30 Mc, 250 feet; and at 300 Mc, 10 feet.)

The propagation oI the groundwave depends primarily on the conductivity %nd dielectric con-

stant of the earth, the frequency, and the number of wavelengths from the receiver to the trans-

mitter and to the surface of the earth. The groundwave attenuation is essentially that which

results from a plane, perfectly-conducting earth out to a distance of about 100/(f) "A miles,

where the frequency f is in Mc. For example, this distance for one Mc is about 100 miles.

Whe. both antennas are within a wavelength of the surface, losses for groundwave propagation

depend primarily upon the distance between the antennas. Near the transmitting antenna, the

losses in the earth have little effect on the strength of the groundwave, and the resulting de-

crease in the field strength is nearly proportional to the distance. At distances greater than

about ten wavelengths the propagation losses have increased. The field strength of the ground-

wave becomes nearly inversely proportional to the square of che distance when a plane earth is

assumed. Beyond the distance at which the plane earth assumption is valid, the reduction in

field strength below the free-space value is caused more by curvature than by ground losses.

Curves for the expected traasnission losses have been published by the National Bureau of Stazdiards

and take into account such factors as the earth's curvature [31]. A typical set of these curves,

taken from Reference 31, for field strength obtained with a .single, short, vertical antenna

(short compared to one wavelength) is shown in Figure 6 for propagation over good earth and in

Figure 7 for propagation over sea water. These losses approach an exponential form as the

distances increase.

The curves for propagation over earth vary widely according to the terrain, whose conductivity

varies over at least one order of magnitude. However, the conductivity of sea water does not

vary appreciably, so that the basic transmission loss of the groundwave is fairly constant. An

exception occurs when ice is present in the path of the groundwave. Reductions in field strength

as great as 60 db have been reported at 2 Mc when a 350-mile propagation path over ice was com-

pared with the sam) path over sea water [32).

Because the transmission lossf- over a land path are large, antennas for communication over

sea water should be placed as close as possible to the water's edge. Signals radiating from an

antenna located only a few miles from the water can suffer an additional loss of about 10 db

from the intervening ground.

When the airborne antenna is any appreciable distance above the ground, the signal strength

increases. One may think of this height gain as being asuociated with the increase in the radial

line of sight, although this height-gain factor applies even within the shadow range. (This same

effect is illustrated by the diffraction of light by a knife edge.) The field strength is thus

the result of the increased line of sight plus the diffraction effect bt end the horizon.
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FIGURE 6. BASIC TRANSMISSION LOSS FOR VERTICALLY-POLARIZED
GROUNDWAVE OVER GOOD EARTH

The gain in signal strength with increasing height follows a definito pattern (seo Figure 8):

It begins at zero height with a value of unity and zero slope, goes through a dip or linimum

which Is dependent upon the wavelength and the earth's constants, and then increase3 linearly

with height. In the region where the signal strength increases, the polarization is pr.dominantly

vertical and the signal field strength depends somewhat on variations of station height. Above

a few Mc and a height given approximately by 30 over land, and 30 X3 + 3.0 03 over sea
water (both the height and X are in meters), the height gain increases rapidly (exponentially)

tand within several hundred feet the variations In station height becorc tLnimportant (331. For

three Mc, this "critical" height (i.e., the height with respect to a t'round level station) is

about 6500 feet, so that the altitude used by Jet aircraft becomes a definite advantage. This

simplified approach demonstrates that the heigbt gain becomes more important at higher frequercies,

although the exact dependency is not straightforward.
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Height-gain curves in db (calculated -alues), plotted as a function of altitude, are shown

in Figure 8. The curves are for a ground station at zero elovation. Apparently there hive been

few, if any, experimental height-gain measurements in the frequency, altitude, and distance

ranges of interest; consequently, these computed values are the only ones available (34 .

The received noise consists mainly of atmospheric noise propagated in the ionosphere, atmos-

pheric noise propagated in the groundwave, &nd man-made noise. If the aircraft is not near a

heavily populated area, the latter can be disregarded. Internally generated noise (within the

aircraft), and precipitation static scan usually can be reduced to acceptable levels by careful

application of noise suppression techniques. The atmoopheric noise propagated in the groundwave

is appreciable only if a thunderstorm is located within a few hundred miles of the receiver.

The three principal centers of atmospheric noise are North Africa, Central and South America,

and the East Indies. In addition, there is a region of activity in tho .oldrum belt about the
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equator. However, the North Atlantic i at least 1000 miles from any of these principul noise

centers. This, together with the fact that thunderstorms over the ocean are relatively rare,

Inticates that atmospheric noise arriving via the groundwave is quite low and can therefore be

eliminatrd as a controlling factor in comunications. Therefore, the atmospheric noise propa-

gated by the ionosphere is the main cource of noise present in the groundwave isignal. Since

tilis noise s,rriv,," at the antenna from a skyward direction, it suffers no ground attenuration
effect and is t.nlopondent of riceiver height; consequently, the overall S/N can be expo ted to I
inoresse with the height-gain factor.

Propagation by the skywave may become very poor during periods of high io:iospheric absorption

(correspond-i to uoiar flares, etc.). At suca times, the received noise from atmospherics propa-

-ted by the skywave drop while the groundwave signal Inteh1iity remains normal. The result is

A gain in the SIN Just when reception of th4 skywave may be completely "blacked out." For this

reason the use of the grnundwave in the I and low HF bands to reinforce the present long-range

H comunications has been suggested t35] Because of the ionospheric abiiorption maximum in
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the region of one to two Mc during the day, the noise level Is particularly low in this region;

therefore, groundwave propagation can be used to advantage where the field strength is sufficient

to provide communh,;aticn in the presence of receiver noise (including aircraft noise).

The fadirg problems accompanying groundwav propagation were discussed in relation to sky-

wave prop~gatior, and are generally serious in the region where both the skywave and the ground..

wave are present with about the same field strengths.

One of the main problems in the use of groundwave propagation is thc choice of an operating

frequency that is low enough to achieve sufficient signal strength but high enough to benefit

from decreased atmospheric noise levels. In addition, aircraft antenna efficiencies decrease

at lower frequencies, and the height-gain factor brccomes more pronounced at higher frequencies.

Therefore, with the intrcduction of traffic at higher altitudes, groundwave propagation at 1F

becomes more attractive. It would be particularly useful for filling the gap$ in coverage near

the station caused by skywave skip.

Tests using groundwave propagation have been performed at 2.9 Mc with reaeonable success [35].

The data were taken in propeller-type aircraft, so that the advantages of height gain were meager.

The tests, conducied under minimum expected noise conditions, showed that signals would be trans-

mitted over distances of 500 to 600 miles between aircraft cnd ground stations. Actual opera-

tional conditions would introduce two oppocing tendencies. The presence of static and dista;nt

signal interference would tend to reduce the range. On the other hand, one would expect the

transmission range to increase at typical Jet al.itudes. Quantitative statements about the

probable operational coverage could be given only in statistical terms.

The airborne transmitting antenna problem effectively precludes air-ground tran~mission via

groundv.ave at LF, and it remains a problem th;oughout the MF band 36]. It is difficult to radi-

ate much po,. from an antenna whose physical length is below one-eighth of a wavelength even

when loading elements are used. When the signal is radiated from the aircraft antenna, the

horizont liy polarized component "sees" the ocean as a nearly perfect conducto and is reflected

while the vertically polarized component propagates by the groundwave mode. Thus, it is important

for aircraft antsnna, to have a strong component in the vertical plane. Most HF antennas used

on present over-ocean aircraft do have appreciable components in the vertical direction, even

though the antennas are designed for good coverage with horizontal polarization. Thus both sky-

wave and groundwave modes can be accommodated ,y a sirgle HF antenna - though neither will be

optimum.

Increasing the sensitivity "f the ground receiver system can reduce the effects of a low

effective output of an airborne transmitter. For operaticn in the northerly latitudes, an ef-

fective method of reducing the noise and increasing the dirgctivity is to use an array of antennas

(i.e., at least two) to reduce the sensitivity to atmospheric noise propagated from the southerly

latitudes.

Since the propagation losses are low and the coverage and reliability are excellent, IF

groundwave propagation appears to be desirable, The antenna problems are not severe for a ground
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station; thus it is possible to use LF for a one-way ground-air communications link. Although

froquency allocations are difficult to obtain in the LF band, and maximum bandwidths are limited

to a f*w hundred cpa, the advantages of LF have prompted the installation of a meteorological

information service using teletype in the North Atlantic. Highly reliable coverages of 900 to

1W00 miles have been obtained in this manner by means of ground-station powers of about 2 kw

and loop antennas on the aircraft (371.

A.1.3. SCAT3rr. Propagation by means of scattering mechanisms is briefly discussed below

with some of the experimental results which have been reported in the literature.
1 3

A.1... Tropospheric Scatter. By means of tropospheric scatter, dependable radio trans-

mission is possible beyond the radio line-of-sight. The scatter is forward since the signal

strength drops off rapidly as the scatter angle e is increased. A geometric sketch of a tropo-

spheric scatter system is shown in Figure 9.

Several theories have been proposed to explain the persistent long-distance VHF-UHF-SHF

tropospheric phenomenon. The theory which has been given the most attention is that of turbulent

scattering. This theory assumes temporal and spatial fluctuations of the refractive index in

the comon volumes illuminat,d by the antenna beams. The theory has been modified to include

layers of different refractive index (38]. Theoretical work continues to grow toward an ability

to predict the actual field atrengths.

Tropospheric scatter predominates in a region that begins where the scatter produces a

field equal in strength to the diffracted field.

A graph for finding the path loss for tropospheric scatter is given in Figure 10. A relia-

bility margin is included to account for the fading on the circuit. The losses shown are caused

by the scattering mechanism; losses from free-space propagation must be added to the results of

Figure 10 to obtain the overall loss. The available power Pa (in dbw) from a receiving antenna j

can be found as follows:

'a "Pt * Gt ' Or - Lf + L " Lt (i)

where: Pt w the transmitter power above one watt

Gt and Gr n the transmitting and receiving antenna gains, respectively (db)

Lt - the free-space propagation loss (db)

lkM - the medipa beyond-the-horizon loss (db)

Lt a the terminal loss (db)

13The truu mechanism of tropospheric scatter and the exact nature of the functions and con-

stants to compute path attenuation from frequency, antenna gains, distances, altitudes and ob-
servable atmospheric conditions to still controversial. Since a sufficient sampling of experi-

mental data is not available as yet for conditions applicable in this study, the full and

reliable geographic coverage to aircraft to be expected from a ground station can only be

conjectural.
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One of the causes of the variability of tropospheric scattering is the change in the mean

climatic conditions of the troposphere, am a function of season and location. 4drm tropical air

masses over the ocean minimize path losses; cold, stagnant, dry Arctic air ma 4ses maximize them.

Median path losses be,ween these two extremes can differ by 30 db. In fact, conversations with

Pan American Airways personnel indicate that at times there was no observable evidence of tropo-

spheric scatter in tfe Frobisher Bay region (680 W, 6V N) and in the Near Bast over deserts.

(No substantiation from other sources is available on this point.) Seasonal variations of 20 db

have been measured, but these variations become less noticeable as the circuit length is increased.

7ke signal amplitudes that result from tropospheric scattering show a rapid, deep fading.

This fading results from the effects of several changing path lengths and can be reduced by di-

versity and pattern changes. The fast fading follows a Rayleigh distribution. In general, it

has been found that a 20-db fade can be expected about 1% of the time [[40. The average length

of a rapid fade is about one second at VHF. Slow fading occurs over several hours and is almost

independent of frquency. This slow fading follows a normal probability with o about 8 db and

results from the i.hanges in the average refraction in the atmosphere (40].

Antenna gairs normally are stated with the assumption of a plane wave arriving at the

antenna's angle of maximum response. In tropospheric scatter there is an angular spectrum at

the antenna; if the solid angle subtended by the received signal is greater than the antenna

lobe, the power collected will not increase as a linear function of effective antenna area. In

other words, very-high-gain antennas may not be as efficient as they appear in tropospheric links.

This aperture-to-medium coupling loss introduces the factor Lt in lose calculations. The strong-

est signals a':e obtained by aiming antennas at the horizon along the great-circle route between

stations. H-ight gain is realized until the bottom of the antenna is about 20 wavelengths above

the ground (41]. An unobstructed path to the horizon is required. Nearby electrical noise can

adver||ely affect reception.

Tropospheric circuits have been engineered from 100 Mc to several Gc. Operating at the

highbr frequencies has several advantages: (1) losses are not extremely dependent on the frequency,

(2) allocations are easier to obtain, (3) large antennas are required to obtain high gains at low

frequencies, and (4) the cosmic noise decreases at about 7 db per octave. However, this last

effect can be disregarded above 500 Mc because receiver noise beco-ses the controlling noise factor

at about that level (as shown later in Section A.1.5).

The Landwidth is limited by the multipath; delays of short pulses have been measured up to

2x 106 seconds over a 6 18-mile path [41j. Multipath effects can be lessened by making the an-

tenna bean smaller than the cone of scattering angles. A bandwidth of a few megacycles over

distances of about 100 miles beyond the radio horizon Is feasible.

Pan American World Airways has developed and tested a tropospheric scatter system on its

air-ground networks (11]. Using the Vif band, the ground stttio.p wore at sea level and the

aircraft at flight levels above 14,000 feet. With a ground station nesr Shannon, Ireland, it

was found that for aircraft below 24,000 feet, the mean comnnication distance beyond radio line-

of-sight was about 154 miles (ranging from T6 to 226 miles); for aircraft above 24,000 feet the



improvement over radio line-of-sight was only 138 miles (ranging from 11 to q26 miles). No

special equipment was used in the aircraft.

Tests using the VHF band (128.1 Me) wore also made from a site at San Francisco. One con-

clusion was that for flights at 28,000 feet and above, the range exceeded 600 miles about 90%

of the time. The extreme ranges are attributed to favorable climatic conditions and to the

ducting prevalent in the area. The distinction between ducting and true tropospheric scatter

must be strongly emphasized. Ducting is a waveguide phenomena wherein the signal is propagated

between anomalous layer structures in the atmosphere. Their occurrence depends upon an unusual

combination of meteorological conditions. While ducting is fairly common in some areas - usually

relatively warm, humid climates - there is no known area where they can be considered the basis

for a highly reliable ATC communication system. In the North Atlantic occurrences are infrequent.

The ground station site for a tropospheric scatter link should be located so that the opti-

cal horizon angle is as low as possible and the ground antenna gain as high as possible. Hori-

zontal beanwidthu may have to be greater than the vertical beamwidths. Stacked elements are

required to give a small vertical angle. Off-path scattering must be confined to an angle of

V at a 200-mile range [42). Present aircraft antennas (quarter-wave stubs) have gains in the

2-db range. (Gains in some directions may be as much as 15 db below that of an isotropic radi-

ator.)

One possible objection to a purely tropospheric system is that its limited range makes it

of small value In a large region such as the Pacific. Both military and international carriers

would object to a system which is workable only on a regional basis. However, tropospheric

scatter could be used in a hybrid system to overcome this objection (e.g., in conjunction with

a satellite system).

The FAA's experimental extended-range VHF link between Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and San Juan,

Puerto Rico, is of interest here [13, 141]. The ultimate goal of the experiment is the complete

coverage of the New York-to-San Juan air route with one link. The system employs grotnd trans-

mitters of relatively high powers (4 kw), high-gain antennas (24-db transmitting, 33-db receiving),

and low-noise aircraft receivers.

The U. S. Air Force also has implemented an experimental tropospheric scatter link for

Military Air Transport Service (MATS) flights between Goose Bay, Labrador, and England. One

voice channel is provided at 300 Me. One-kw transmitters are used on the ground and the air-

craft. Dual stacked-log periodic arrays are employed to provide 18 db of gain and diversity.

A low-noise preamplifier was used in the aircraft.

Both the FAA and USAF systems are just beginning to receive first results. Ranges of 500

to 600 miles have been achieved on both systems, but it ir not yet known whether these ranges

are reliable or anomalous. Further results should be available soon.

A.l.3-.2. Ionospheric Scatter. Propagation by ionospheric forward scatter takes place in

the upper D region of the ionsophere. The scattering phenomenon occurs at frequencies well above

the m.u.f. of skywave reflection for the distances involved. Reflections consistently occur at
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about 85 ka, although they may occur at other heights and way vary with the time of the day and

year. The typical received signal consists of two types: slowly fading, continuous signals,

arc rapid bursts of higher energy signals. The latter is usually disregarded in the design of

an ionospheric scatter system and is neglected in this discussion.

Continuous signals are considered to result from: (1) scatter from turbulent irregularities

in D-region ionization, (2) partial reflections from ioniz.tion gradients, and (3) overlapping

reflections from the ionized trails of many small meteors. The sun causes ionization in the

D and I regions by photo-ionization, soft X-rays, and bombardment by high-energy particles.

Therefore, the ionization is affected by solar flares, sunspots, and ionospheric storms. A plot

of the electron densities (the ionization) up to 500 ha above the earth's surface is shown in

Figure 5,

The strength of the received signal depends on the type of antenna, the orientation, the

geographic position, and the time of day and year. Typical variations recorded are a 10-db di-

urnal variation and a 10-db winter-summer variation in signal intensity for a link between

Anchorage and Barrow (Alaska); a 10-db winter-summer variation was also recorded for a link be-

tween Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and Sterling, Virginia (38]. The day-to-day variations in propagation

loss with ionospheric scatter are greater in the Arctic than in the temperate latitudes. Figure

11 shows the seasonal variations experienced in the latter . gion.

A diagram for a typical ionospheric scatter link is shown in Figure 12. The maximum dis-

tances for ionospheric scatter are determined by the single-hop distances from the scattering

height - the signal levels are too low for further hops. The limits on the distances are:

(1) the minimum range (about 1000 km between ground stations) is determined by the increased

losses due to the increased scattering angle e, and (2) the maximum range (about 2000 km) is

determined by the earth's curvature.

Various formulas have been derived to express the path loss; in most of these the path loss
is approximately dependent upon the inverse eighth power of the frequency of the transmitted

wave and the inverse seventh power of the sine of one half of the scatter angle 9 (431. In
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FIGURE 11. SEASONAL VARIATION 144]: CEDAR RAPIDS-STERLING.
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FIGURE 12. GEOMETRY OF IONOSPHERIC SCATTER PROPAGATION 144).

0 - scattering angle fin degrees, I = ray distrnce, h = altitude of scatter-
lng stratum = 85 km (can range from 60 to 100 kin). d = distance on
earth: mean radius R := 3963 miles or 6378 km. (4/3 R is not used be-
cause tropo refraction takes place during a small part of the path length.)

general, a 1300-mile path loss is about P0 db greater than free-space attenuation at 3C Mc and

about 90 db greater than free-space attenuation at 50 Mc.

Figure 13 shows idealized curves of path losses with distance for several di.fferent modes

of propagation. Actual measurements of signals on an aircraft recciver are shown in Figure 114.

These measuzements were taken on a ground-to-air link with an aircraft flying at 35,CX0 feet.
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FIGURE 14. SIGNAL STRENGTH DURIN4G FLIGHT TEST OF 50-Mc COMMUNICA-I
TION SYSTEM (GROUND-TO-AIR) 110). 27 March 1961, 1-minute median levels.

Both galactic and atmospheric noise decrease with frequency. The transmission losges and

the resulting receive&i S/N are dependent upon the frequency, with the most useful rangle from 30

to 60) Mc. At 50 Mc, approximately 5 kw are required with the use of a 60-wpm teleprinter chan-

nel (without error correction) for a typical system (over land) for satisfactory service 99% of

the time 1381. scatter circuits have been used for multichannel teleprinter service and single-

channel voice service.

Multipeth effects and doppler shifts limit the usable bandwidth. Nultipath delays of 2 toI

4 maec have been observed from off-path reflections caused by meteoric ionizition. With antenna

beamwidths of 6*, digital transmission speeds are limited to about 500 bits/sec under worst con-

ditions. The maximum theoretic.Al expected dopp'er shifts from meteoric "whistles" is about 6 kc

at 50 Mc.* This results from the- mixing of the continuous background signal with the meteoric

signal as the trail Is formed. rhe short-term ftding on the circuit follows a Rayleigh distri-

bution, When aircraft are considered, multipath becomes more of u problem since typical antenna

beauwidths are wide.

One of the advantages of Ionospheric scatter In the auroral regions In that this mode of
propagation makes use of the upper D layer. So's. wo,-k has been done to datermine whether a re-

liable long-distance air-ground radio teletype (RTTY) system could operate across the auroral

bolt [15J. A ground station was located near Wfefd, Massachusetts, and an Air Force K-135

jet tanker was oquipped and flown as far north as Frobisher Day (680 w, 64* N). Figure 14 shows

tha signal strength rocordO~ during a flight; the different modes of propag-3tion can readily be

seen. several fInding. in these toots are of Interest. Auroral displays actually enhanced the

Ionospheric signal. Mavastic disturbances reduced the noise level, probably by abmorbing cosmic
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noise. It was concluded that a successful air-to-ground, 60-wpm, RTTY channel could be operated

to a range of 1100 miles with presently available equipment. However, static discharge noise

at the aircraft was a problem. The noise on the wing-tip antennas, when the aircraft was cruis-

ing below the tropopause, was about 35 to 40 db above the noise on the nose and tail antennas.

Attempts to reduce the static discharge noise with tape, static discharge wicks, and pre-RI

amplifier filtering still resulted in about 8 to 10 db of nole above the normal expected back-

ground noise.

Ionospheric scatter methods proved to be more reliable than HF sarvice for long-range com-

munications, but not as reliable as tropospheric scatter at shorter ranges. Ranges up to about

1500 miles are possible with low data rates. Links have been designed for RTTY equipment. The

effect of atmospheric noise in the frequency region of operation is minor; the major noises are

cosmic, man-made, and precipitative (static discharge). Both cosmic and atmospheric noise are

greater at the lower frequencies. Multipath is the pr.mary limitation on the usable bandwidth.

The lower limit of usable frequencies is determined by the m.u.f. of the normal skywave trans-

mission for the F layer. The upper limit of usable frequencies is determined mainly by the

increased attenuation at higher frequencies. Usable frequencies for tonospheric scatter propa-

gation range from about 40 to 60 Mc. An advantage of ionospheric scatter propagation is tcat it

can be used when HF skywave propagation is poor, since ionospheric signals around 50 Mc are

iften enhanced by the same disturbances which disrupt HF comeunications.

A.l.3.3. Meteoric Scatter. A rpecial case of Ionospheric scatter propagation is the use

of signals rcattered by ionized meteor-trail reflections. The earth's atmosphere is continually

being bombarded by meteors, occasionilly by iL.tenee showers. It is edtimated that there are at

least 1010 particles with a total mass of one ton (or more) entering the atmosphere eacLh day

[45]. The capacity of the communication sv-tem depends upon the geometry of the incoming parti-

cles and their paths relative to .he stations. Meteors enter from all directions, but there is

a concontration In the plane of the earth's orbit, the ecliptic. An observer is carried into

this cloud of particles at 6:00 a.m. and away from it at 6:00 p.m.; therefore maxixa meteor

activity occurs at about 0600 lokcal time, and minimum activity at 1800. The earth's tilt causes

this rate to change trom season to season.

Particles entering the region of the Ionosphere at the 80- to 120-k range are heatc-1 by

collision with air molecules. Ivaporated meteor atoms colliding with air molecules produce free

electrons, thus leaving ionized trails which constitute the useful propagation media (20). Line

densities of th3 ionized trails vary from 1010 to 1016 electrons per mter. These are often

classified intc vhe following two groups: (1) under-dense trails - charge densities below 1014

electrons per meter - and (2) over-dense trails - charge densities above 10 electrons per

meter [45].

The expected signal amplitudes and the forms vary according to the densities of the '.rails.

Radio waves pass through the under-dense trails with little modificationr, the reflection is

specular (incident and reflected waves make equal angles with the meteor trail). Figure 15 shows

a typical signal from an under-dense trail as a function of time. For over-dense trails, all
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FIGURE 15. RECEIVED POWER FROM UNDERDENSE METEOR TRAILS [45).
Power reduced by l/e 2 in r seconds. Transmit information during t1 .

the energy is reflected from a cylindrical surface about the axis of the meteor trail. The re-

fiecting surface is at a radius determined by the electron volume density and the frequency.

The critical frequency, determined mainly by the electron density, is the same critical frequency

mention3d under ionospheric propagation by means of skywave. For frequencies above the critical

frequency, a portion of the RF wave penetrates the cylindrical surface. Figure 16 shows the re-

ceived power from over-dense meteor trails as a function of time.

The received power from the meteor scatter fluctuates diurnally and from day to day. There

is a definite limit to the advantage of high-gain antennas, especially if they are aimed along

the great-circle route between stations. From Figures 15 and 16 it is possible to define the

times that these signals remain above a threshold. This total time above the threshold by all

Power

o- Tiie0 t

FIGURE 16. RECEIVED POWER FROM OVERDENSE TRAILS [451
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the signals depends Qoro on than just the ntL"' ofttiis -4eji Tho statisttc_ of signals

'eattered from meoto trails-depend on (1) the psitim vd the ntvy 'n latiiude and longitude,

() th, altitude (useful trails are formed in the 90- to 100-km altitu- 3 .tnge), and (3) the

icaiz.tion, which depends on the mass of Particles and tho altitude,

The assumption of specular scattering requires that half of the principal Fresnel zone must

be formed within the length of the trails. This confines attention to certain parts of the sky

and certain orivntations of trails.

Figure 17 5hows the effectiveness of regions of the shy rated in terms of coemunication

capacity for a moeor comnunication syatem, These results take !%to account all three items

above. Lack of information on the incidence pattern of meteors made it necessary to assume their

tiniform distribution in order to -construct a "contour" chari 4s the diurnal maximum swoops

across the regions in question, the symmetry in Figure 17 is affected.

Factors determining the limitationq on transmitting frequency are: (1) the lossei from

meteor scatter increase as the cube of the frequency, thus setting an upper limit of about 50 M c,

and (2) the presence of competi.tg modes of propagation, which can cause-severe fading and multi-

path problems, set a lower limit of about 30 Mc.

The nature of meteoric-scatter propagation makes burst-type-communication necessary. In

such an intermittent system, the bandwidth can be Increased without increasing the error rate,

Regions uf Best
Metaor Location;
Value = 100 on
Line Shown

0o 0
Great-Circle Route

2-550 Between Transmitter
100-- and Receiver

000'

0 0x

FIGURE 17. EFFECTIVE AIMING REGIONS FOR A MECTEOR COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM-[45]. Contopra incorporate both -nunibers Aind durations of signals. Con-

tours are shown onp'round but trails are forrod at altitudes of 90 to 100 km. Re-
giohs rited according to communication capacity. As shown, the antennas should

not he aimed along the great-circle route between stations.
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if the signal level required for data traromlisnion is rad-. Thla, v, course, reduces the duty

cycl-,. Thus, in designing this type cf system, it must be decided whethor to uae a high rate a

analL part of the time or a low rate a large part of tho time, Some actual choices for a duty

cyclo are discuased later in the section.

3everal meteor-scatter systes have been operated. Some specifications for experimental

Isystem; are given here to indicate the equiturnt required for thin type of operation.

The U. S. Naval Electronics Laboratory (Nal) operated a meteor scatter link Zroe a fixed

atation near un Diego to a mobile unit rear Eureka, California Rh,;j. The signals were trans-

mitted at 40.14 Me and 42,10 Mc with a power of 1-5 kw over a ci'-tance of 6, miles. The aver-

age data rate varied from 14 to P2 wM with a burst rae oZ ',e) ,im. 7e transmissions totaled

,1CO words in three hours, both ways, with an error rate of at the ,zaater station.

Jansky and Bailey, in cooperatior with the Adva.'ciCd Electronic Ce itcr of General Electric,

established un oxperimental meteor scatter link between -Ashirgton, D. C., and Ithaca, Now York,

In 19i60 (47). The link operated at 48.82 Mc with a power of ?50 wa ts over a distance of 250

miles; duty cycle for this system was 14 with a bit ,ati of 6P5 bit/see. The distribution of

meteor burst signal duration recorded over this link is shon in Figure 18. 4
At- 1956 the Caradlan Dofe.nce Research Board sponsored the JANNT system (45]. One of the.5e

meteor scattert links operated with a pwoor o 500 watts ov~r a distance of 560 miles between

Port Arthur, Ontario. and 3olron (near Toronto). The most Lapartant requirement In the design

of the JAMT system was to supply a gating mechanism to: (1) prt~vide as short a delay as nosst-

ble between detecting a trail and starting irfarmation transmsn'ion, and (2) to turn off the

transmission :seore the signal dropped helow the necessary S/N level. The system was designed

to oper,.t with fading rajes as great as 60 db/sec. Two-way communications were necessary in

VUJAN-. Both atotions measured the received S/N; gating was controlled by the S/N s the vppovite

end of the link. Separxtion of the trancmitter and the receiver at one end of the link is

limited by reflection, which introduces the de.nger of intermodulation. If the sun gets in the

beau, the notse increaser by about 6 db at 40 Mc.

The "gate-on" time duriuw the 1956 tests averaged about 180 seconds per hour, giving a duty

ratio of 5%; during this t/mo the sync data and the Information were sent over the link. The

Information rate on the average was 34 wpm, ranging froK 1 to 60 epm, with the error rate ranging

from 04.1 to 4% ('edal value of 1%). During a later test in January 1957, the error rate ws

reduced to 0.09% and tho average inforjation rate was increase4 to 6C0 .pm.

From both the experimental results and the theory it is evident that meteor scatter can be

used in a ecmunication link. Rflections usually take place in the 90- to 100-ka height range

over frequencies of 30 to 90 Mc. M,,t links to date use a frequency of about 50 Moc. Signals

from Neteor-trail scatter are stronger than from other types of scatter. Howevert ihe higher

otnal strengths are intarnitte nt, mak.7 b'Jrst cometinication necessary. Outy cycles as low as

1% are used, and the equipment becomes complicated because of the mtorage Xnd interrogation re-

quiroment. _Frthermoro, the link vust be tested continually to der.etetne When It 3xists.

Ranges up to 1200 miles are feasible.
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FIGURE 18. METEOR-BURST DURATION DISTRIBUTION [47). W~ahington. D. C.
to Ithaca, N. Y. March 1960, f 46.82 Me. Pt 250 watts, BW 6 ks.

In sumary, specif.. advantages of this mode of propagation are: (1) it uses a spectral

reg4on not normally us'd for long-distance coimunicatiins, (2) It is free from blackout due to

ionospheric fluctuat on, (3) it is capable of handling high, instantaneous, det4 rates (2400 wpm),

although the aver'ge dota rates are low (60 wm. h "6en achieved), (4) it wmaes Irw transmitter

power feasible 4ecause of the low lossos, and (5) there are few restrictions en mudulation as

compared to covntinuous-transmission scatter systems. (The "doppler-whistle" - which results

from the meteor signal's mixing with a continuous background 3ignal as the meteor trail is

foratod - still occurs, but only for the first few msec, during the time normally used for In-

itiation purposes.) The significant disadvantage of this mode is that its intermittent nature

makes complex equipment necexsary.

Al.4. l.INs or 8io0r. In general, the characteristics of line-of-sight transmission be-

tween terrestrial stations are well known. The addition of relays to extend the range beyond

the radio horizon introduces practical problems, such as the number and placement of relay

stations, to provide the desired coverage. (These problems, as they apply to North Atlantic

Com i.ications, were discussed in Section 4.1.6.)
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When satellite relays are cossiored, additiont.l problems a-!zq because of the long paths

which must q- etrate the troposphere and ionosphere.

A.1.1a.l. Terrestrial Relays. Two cass of interust are transmissinn between one elevatod

ard i;-. .'ound-lovol terminal, and transmission between two elevated terminals.

If %ppropriato cons!.Ets and assumptions are introduced Into the equations for line-of-

sight ranei, the following widely used approxima.tions are obtained for a smooth spherica) earth

of 4 /3 the trvo earth's radius.

d r2 h ground level to elevate.* terminal (2)

- 2 42h grazing path between two elevated erminals (3)
at the same elevation

wh6re d = range (liles) t

h - ..-minal elevation (feet)

Figure 19 presents these values for elaations appropriate to airecraft terminals.

One aspect of over-warer communication wh:-h is often troubesowe for h!rizotaliy polar-

ized VY and for all polarizations for higher frequencies is reflection from the water. The inter-

ference resulting from the simultaneous arrival of the direct wave and the refl -cte! waves pro-

duce- fading having a period which is a function of the time rate of closure between the ends

of the circuit, the Jistance (in w-vel , between ti,! eads, .1.d the heights (in wavelengths)

of the ends above the plane of roflection. The amplitudv excursion cf the signal is a function

of the coefficient of reflection of the reflecting (earth or water) surface, and the rola.t

gains of the antennas in the direction of the direct paths with respect to the gains in the

direction -f the rsflocted paths.

When one end of the link is a fixed antenna (ground station) the phenomenon may be visual-

tzed as a ground antcnn pattern which is lobed in the vertical cross-section. Over water or

good, smooth earth, the lobe structure can be deeply cut and well defined. A mobile station

passing through this structure may experience "blackouts" over large areas, the extent and lo-

cation of which are a function of altitude, Irequency, and heJ.sht of the ground station antenna.

When the anten)na is over an "earth" which is "rough" or irregular (irregularities which are

large eomparted to a vavolenCth), the lobe structure is irregular, less deeply cut and with less
likelihood of extensivo low signal areas. Statistical treatment is the only satisfactory

quantltativ6 approach zto the analysis of this latter condition. In any event, the number of

lobes and "nulls" inc -ases with the height of the antenna above the 'ground." At VHF, cities,

rugged hills or mou-tains in thi ruflection zone produce an appa--ently rand'ai lobing. It is

practicable to prodJict the lobe rtructure only in a statistical sense. Oceans, lakes, and pasto-

ral plains prod-'.;'e a rela6tively well defined .qnd predictable )bing.

Placme~t of a fixe antenna at a small fraction of a wavelength above ground (when hori-

zontally poarized) or directly upon the groui- (when vertica.ly polarized) will eliminate the
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FIGURE 19. LINE-OF-SIGHT RANGE: FOUR-THIRDS EARTH ASSUMED

lobing (and consequent fadig *hen the other end of the link is mobile). However, at VHF and

above this is not generally a pructicablo solution since the Increase in line-of-sight distance

with antenna height must be sacrificed.

For both the air-to-al.C 3rd air-to-ground cases, controlling the vertical directivity of

the antenna patterns to min..r1ze the illuminatIcn of the grotund plane reflection zone will pro-

vide some relief. However, the effectiveness of this measure is sharply limited by the diffi-

culty of controlling the directivity of practir-al airborne antennas, the necessity for airborne

antenna res!.onse for all pitch and roll angles and by the necessity for illumination by the

ground antenna of eleqat ions down to theo horizon.
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A#1.4,2. Extra-Terres trial Rolays. The two primary problems in relays to antellites or

other extra-terrestrial bodies (e.g., the moon) and (1) the large attenuations produced by very

long paths, and (2) the noiso background are discussed in some detail in Appendixes A.1.5 and

5.1,3.

I'n addition to theme "normal" propagation factore, there are anomalous conditions arising

fro-, n efttbed ionosphere. At frequencies above 1000 Mc, ionospheric disturbances can be neg-

lected. 6rv :: " r, when extreme concentrations of free olectrons are present in the ionosphere,

RF propagatiou ?,'. the ionosphere at VHF end even UHF may be subject to absorption, re.lection,

and scintillation.

Beiore arriving at th- V e;d*.t.on containe~d heroin, that an ATC satellite system should

operate in the 118- to l36-* ! "' s . h, it wahi nocossary to verify the assumption that reli-

able operation in this band wac l. '?.lo drpito aur'4=1 dIsturfances.

Compilations of experimental data Aey tbeiretical predI;.i,. 1 .48 iricate that at 136 Mc

attenuations greater than 0. db should o-ur less than Q,2t of thr :ti i .v in the auroral

zones. However, a report from the U. S. Army 61n*a1 losearch :.rd P. t.e3opowt iaboritory (1 9

stated that during the aurr-ral disturbances of Norvo ar 1960 there was a tomplete -os* r VHF

frequencies (up to 216 Mc) being monitored frum the Wlscit 2A satelli-... In D.3ceber 1961,

a simllar loss of signals at 144 Mc from Oscar I was r.-ed .oy an observer in the auroral zone,

though the conditions of the obt;ervation were less precise ' ife. od than those reported by

USAI.LAL f 50].

Conversations with personnel at Bell Laboratories, NASA HeadquarterL. Hughes A rcraft, and,

Stanford Research Ins itute, and the Transit Project Office, indicated th;t they had enci..tur

no loss of VHF satellite signals directly attributable to auroral conditions - nor were they

aware of anyone else who had encountered such a loss. NASA personnel stated thaL C'tjlrier 1B

and Vanguard I operated during the period In question in the 109-1c range with no k.-" rs of

signal. The Transit group pointed out that low power supplies and poor orientation of 2ia tel-

lite accoutt for many reported failures of satellite signals. It is our present opinion EM'-

the available information Justifies the use of VHF frequencies for ATC satellite comuncationf.

A more precise understanding of the causes, intensity, and frequency of occurrence of VHF

fading would be desirable. The rarity of significant disturbances, however, would require a pro-

Egram of several years daratlon to obtain statistically useful information. Since most satellite

telemetry has been conducted at VHF, it may be possible, through a detailed analysis of existing

14The auroral disturbances which occurred at that time had a severity of magnitude 3+. The
Radio Astronomy Group of the lectrical gnginee-ing Department of The University of Michigan In-
dicatea that during periods of aild smspot activity, suroral disturbances as great as magnitude
3 occur approximately twice a year, and as often as twelve times a yor during periods of extreae
solar activity. Since magnitude 3 on the disturbance scale was intended to indicate maximum
siverity, the 3+ desigation exceds any anticipated condition and Is therefore atsumed to occur

rarely.
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records, to obtain useful Information. The many unknown and uncontrolle'd factors in such data

might be resolved if reports from enough satellite and differeait observatton points were care-

fully correlated. Periods known to havrw been disturbed oould be examined In detail. Again,

this repreeonts a program of considerable magritude.

A.1.5- JOISZ-FROQUENCY COSIMKATIONS. A conjideration of operating frequencies is not

complete without a knowledge of the expected noise. Thij section briefly discusses the noise

factors applicable to an aircraft communication~s link. There are several facts which require~

special attentinn in an aircraft enviro2nment.

(a) Since signal levels are typically low, the attenuations at HF (caused hy nn

deviative absorption) and at 5117 (caused by heavy rainfall) may become important.

(b) Aircraft and satellite Ri equipment will probably be designed with vacuum tubes

arAd transistors. The very low noise OF amplifiers (such as masers) do not seem

practical at present or In the near future.

(c) Since typical aircraft antennaig usually have wide beams there is a possibility

that the sun may be Included in the antenna beam. Figure 20 Illustrates the

variation of effective noise temperature when the sun is viewed with directive

antennas.

The available data [8, 51-54ij on noise within the range of interest are plotted 2n Figuire

21, and the pertinent attenuations are shown In Figure Z-2. On plots of this type It is impos-

0bl to show all of the different variations; thus, as far as possible, fairly representative

liuitz :are shown. The curves for cosmic noise assume a pencil beam; the attenuation caused by

heavy rainramll is about the maximum that can be expected. Although the ionospheric attenuation

is shown for a disturbed condition known as Polar Cap Absorption (MA), later stages of the

storm increase the attenuaticns at the lower latitudes. Most of the available results apply to

the RCA Stage; Lherefort, inese are the results shown. The peculiar shape cf the noise curves

of thp sun results muinly. iron the frequency dependency of the effective diameter of the sun.

Wtathese restrictions, the results are feirly self explanatory. Notice that the S/K is de-

gr-Ad4 4~y two contributinT factors: (1) the active sources of nzoise (such as cosmic noise),

zhA, in ?Igure 22, and (2) The signal attenuators (such as heavy rainfall or oxygen), shown in

.Vgare J1.

To dcfi;-v at,. effective noise vi~sperature for an attenuator Is fairly common. However, this

method has dra".acks whien combined noise teuperaturec are desired.* For this reason the curvres

for active sourcz and .. ttenuators are kept separate in Figures 21 and 22.

In order to discuss optimum operating frequencies, sowe choices must be made about a par-

ticular application. For a situation representative of the aircraft-satellite problem, curves

are sfr'ni in Figure 23 for the following two sets of conditions:

ta) *uaxistum expected noise"' - a combination of the maximum values for cosmic noise.

vertical sittenne (y ago), a constant antenna beauwidth (:F) of r,0% presently

available triode receiver front-end stage using a 41lTA up to 200 Mc, crystal
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FIGURE 21. ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATIONS INVOLVED IN AIRCRAFT COMMU-
NICATIONS. Antenna inclinations - y, nondeviative ionospheric attenuation assumes

single penetration of the D layer.

mixer at htgher frequencies, daytime operation (sun included within the beam-

width), heawy rainfall, and disturbed ionospheric conditions.

(b) "minimun expicted noise" - a comoination of the minimum values for cosmic noise,

vertical antenna (7 - 90*), constant antenna beamwidth (?t) of 50', presently

available triode rcf.eiver front-end stage using a 216B up to 600-Mc crystal

mixer at higher frequencies, daytime operation (sun included within the beam-

width), no rain and a summer atmosphere assumed, and disturbed ionospheric con-

ditions.

Such effects as antenna side lobes, whirh "spill-over" and look at the earth, and trans-

mission losses between antenna and receiver are omitted here because of their low sensitivities

to operating frequencies. Although precipitation noise in the aircraft is frequency sensitive,

the effects of this type of noise are so dependent upon the methods of suppression (if 1ny) that

they have been neglected. A discussion of precipitation noise and methods of suppression can

be found in Reference 55.
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Appendix B
SATELLITE STUDY

B.1. SYSTSM DESCRIP'rIOr

A satellite radio-relay system will provide highly reliable over-ocean ATC communications.

Because of the difficult) and the long delays in acquiring radJo-spectruz channel assignmints,

special consideration has been given to the use of frequencis' which are believed to be readily

available: 118-136 Me, 1540-1i60 Mc, and 5000-5250 Mc (5]. Since the airline industry has an

est .,.atod investment of 500 million dollars in VHF radio equipment, it is especially important

to examine the use of VHF in a satellite system.

Because of the complexities involved in determining the price to bc charged against a

civilian project for boosters which are essen~tially military rockets, and because of the constant

iLprovements in satellite launch vehicles, it has not been possible to obtain extensive data with

which to verify certain costs. Although the production costs of existing launch vehicles are

fairly well known, the probablity of successfully injecting a communications package info orbit

cannot be firmly established. 7hus the satellite cost data discusscd herein may be somewhat

pessimistic, but it is hoped that the conservative estimate. will prevent faulty conclusions.

It should be noted that this system has been postulated for purposes of discussion, and al-

though it is considered readily achievable in both satellite and communication technology, it

should not be considered optimum.

B.1.1. ORBIT SELECTION. Selecting a particular satellite communication relay system de-

pends upon the orbit to be used. The selection of an orbit influences initial ard operating

costs, reliability or expected life, launch-vehicle choice, and availability of an operating

system - factors which are interdependent in a nonlinear way. The problem of designing an

optilm-m satellite communications system is in many ways analogous to maintaining an old inner

tube: each time one weak) point is reinforced, some other weakness develops.

Two basic orbits serit sgrious consideration: the medium-altitude, approximately circular,

inclined orbit; and the "stationary" or 24-hour, circular equatorial orbit. A number of other

possible orbits were discarded In preliminary examinations because of apparent technical or cost

disadvantages. Several of these are discussed briefly at the end of this section; also discussed

is the number of 24-hour satellites required to provide varying degrees of "world-wide" coverage.

Since the range component of the path attenuation varies as the square of the distance be-

tween two points, the attenuation at synchronous altitude is approximately 12 db greater than

for the 6 000-mile satellite (Figure 24). Figure 25 shows that the minimum beamwidth of an antenna

looking at the earth and covering the North Atlantic area is about 10; at 6000 miles altitude,

the beaemidth must be opened to about 30*. Figure 26 shows that for typical high-gain antennas,
these beamwidths correspond to about 25 db and 16 db, respectively. Thus the synchrono"us-
satellite case is within 1 db of the medium-altitude case because of the higher usable antenna
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gains. Further, the aircraft antenna for modium-altitude inclined orbits must provide horizon-

to-horizon coverage, whereas the 24-hour, equatorial orbits permit limiting the aircraft antenna

looh angles to 120-58 above the horizon. In terms o! gain, the trntenna for the medium-altitude

case will have 2 db lower gain than the high-altitude case. Thus, the medium-altitude an1

synchronous cases have comparable effective propagation lasses. 15 Hence, factors other than

propagation will deterrine the choice of orbit heirht.

The des,.ructive radiation effects of the Van Allen belts are more serious at the 600-mile

altitude (even though this is above the most severe levels of the inner Van Allen belt) than at

synchronco:i altitude.

The ground station antennas for the medium-altitus.' orbits must be able to track the satei..

lite poetions; for synchronous orbits, they can be essentially fixed since drift of the station-

ary aat.',llite wil be quite small when active satellite position control is employed.

Bell Laboratories has stated that between 30 and 50 medium-altitude satellites are required

for a commercial satellite communication system having a 99% probability that a satellite will

be ii, mutual view of the ground terminala 56). On an area bass this probability is necessarily
16

lower. Should multiple satellites be uicxJ for ground-to-aircraft relay service, so, switching

must be provided in both sate.llites and aircraft. That is, there must be soti. way for the air-

craft to know which satellite is availeble for a relay, and the grou-d station must select the

correct relay, depending on the aircraft and satellite positions - both of which are cnanging

as a function of time.

Finally, the cost of a low-altitude system for five years is over 100 atillion dollars

greater than that for a high-altitude system. Clearly, the serious economic disadvantages of

the medium-altitude orbit dictate selecting the 24-hour orbit if technical feaibillty can be

established.

So fr.-, only two types of orbit have been mentioned. Another type is ehe 2-hour circular

orbit, witn the orbital plane inclined with respect to the equatorial plane. It traces the fa-

15All of the earth visible from a 24-hoar tatellite can be covered b. opening the satellite

antenna 'team to 18* (20 db). Modifications of the aircraft antenna pattelra would also be re-
quired "or aircraft flying between 30* N and '0 S, since the satellite would be more nearly
overheaj. The resulting small propagation advantage of medium-altitude satellites would be
more tha.. outweighed by the greatly increased coverage available fvom a single synchronous satel-
lite.

l.6One should be careful to note that tho failure of a single 24-hour equatorial synchronous
satellite will wipe out the entire comunicatlon system, but the loss of a single low-altitude
satellite produces only a part-time failure. Thus, more than one high-altitude satellite will
be z'oquired. (This problem in discussed in Appendix B.l.4.) Note, however, that the 99% proba..
bility that a medium-altitude satellite will be in view is a long-term average. There is a
probability that is not negligible that outages of the order of 15 to 30 minutes may occuar for
an arbitrary ground station or aircraft position in the North Atlantic. The synchronous satel-
lite provides coverage 100% of the time.
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m " ar figure-eight pattern on the earth'ia surface. The top and bottom of the eight coincide

with ho latitudes corresponding to the inclinestion angle, and the cross-over point of the eight

is a tixed point on the equate ', Three satellitep would be required to cover the area in question.

Because this conilguration rN-4alres grouwd ,tat.ons with trac!,dg antennas, and the satellites

themselves would be kko impl.or, the cost would be at least throe times that of the single equa-

torial satellite. No significant technical advantage is gained by using the inclined orbit to

justify the additional colt since the primary objective is to provide communications for the

North Atlantic. Howe~er, installations designed to provide world-wide coverage could make ef-

fective use of an inclined orbit.

Lower-r1titude, .-rcular equatorial orbits (e.g., 6- and 12-hour periods) require more

satellites and provide no coverage at the northern extreme of the North Atlantic ATC regions.

Logically, once Implemented for the North Atlantic, a satellite system would be extended

to provide world-wide coverage. Several orbit configuraticrs were examined to determine the

number of satellites required to provide such coverage. The advantages of the 24-hour (synchronous)

orbit led to a decision to concentrate on 24-hour equatorial and inclined satellite orbits.

Manual methods used to evaluate coverage (i .e., plotting of coverage patterns on a globe and

transfer to maps) are laborious and time consuming. (The inclined orbits require plots at 1-

to 2-hour intervals to insure that the constantly changing overlap pattern maintains 100% cover-

age.) An extensive investigation would requlie a computer analysis.

The coverages obtained with various orbital configurations are briefly summarized below.

(a) Synchronous Uquatorial-Orbit Satellites Only. Four synchronous satellites equally

spaced around the equator would provide complete world coverage to 70* North and

South for 5* minimum aircraft antenna angle above the horizon (see Figure 4).

If the minimum antenna angle were 12, complete coverage would be limited to

64* North and South. Coverage of the polar areas could not be obtained with

this configuration.

(b) Synchronous Inclined-Orbit Satellites Only. Five satellites in 45* inclined

orbits, equally spaced around the equator and synchronized to cross the equator

(northbound) with a 4.8-hour interval between successive satellites, would pro-

vide complete coverage of the earth (50 minimum antenna elevation).

(c) Mixed iquatorial-Orbit and Inclined-Orbit Satellites. A minimum of three equa-

toral and three inclined satellites, alternately spaced at 60* increments around

the equator, would provide complete coverage of the world. The inclined orbits

would be synchronized to cross the equator at 8-hour intervals (50 minimum antenna

elevation).

B.1.2. COMMICATIC. CONFIGURATION. Once the orbit has been selected, the rest of the

uatollite communication system can be postulated.

Figure 2T Is a sketch of a possible relay system. The aircraft would use its VHF equip-

ent for data contact with the satellite, which would relay the data to the ground stations via
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URY channels. As each aircraft case within line-of-Bight range of VHF ground stations, it would

switch from satellite to ground-station frequencies.

The ATSAT system has the following capabilities. Two Simplex channels (transmit and re-

ceive on a push-to-transmit basis) from the ATSAT to aircraft in the North Atlantic control area

are available. These channels are of data bandwidth only'; either of then is expected to be ade-

quate to serve the rcquirements for ATC information.17 Having duplicate channel facilities

available in the satellite improves the communications reliabl.ty of ATSAT. Also, one channel

can be used for transmitting ATC data between the two ground stations if they are equippe6 with

VXF transmitting and receiving antennas. This would .educe the cost of leasing comsworcial lines

to connect the ground stations. If one channel should fail, there would still be sufficient

capacity to meet ATC requirements. The traffic between ground terminals could be shifted to

commercial facilities until a replacement satellite could be orbited.

The air traffic communication (ATM) channels from ground to satel] ite are in the UHF band

between 1540 and 1660 Me. The choice of specific frequencies in this bard depend' only on their

availability, but assignments at the upper and lower ends of the band for isolation between trans-

mitters and receivers in the multiplex antennas are desirable. The ATCOM channels from satellite

to aircraft are in the VHF aeronautical band (118 to 136 Mc) so that radio equipment elready

installed in the commercial aircraft fleet can be used. Because the cosmic noise in the VHF

band drops sharply as frequency increases, noise considerations would dictate operation at the

high end of the band. However, since path loses increase as the square of frequency, the two

effects tend to cancel each other under normal Londitionr. Figure 23 illustrates the results of

combining the two effects. Abnormal conditions, such as auroral disturbances, which exhibit

unusual concontrations of free electrons, can produce absorption and reflection phenomena which

are less severe at the higher frequencies. However, the range of frequencies availa.ble In the

|j 118 to 136 Mc band is not large enough to make the preference for high frequencies decisive.

The UN? telemeter and command channels shown betseen the ground and the satellite are re-

quired to control the communication channel from the ground and to provide certain information

to the ground ctations regarding the satellite's status.

Figure 28 shown the possible equipment configuration in the ATSAT. At the top of the dia-

gram are the ATOM frequency translators, which receive the bUN signals from the ground station

and shift then to VO for retransmission to the aircraft (or to another ground station, if the

channel is being used for point-to-point commications). The UHF antenna for the freqjuency

translator is multiplexed with the other UNF transmitters and receivers. Power Isolation, which

The data requirements for ATC ptrpoees have been determined for peak traffic loads ex-
pected In 1975. Section 3.2 contains an estimate of these data requiremints, Including the
effects of synchronow orbit propagation delay times on the effective data rate. The data re-
quirements for AC purposes do not Include these which may be needed for future navigation systems.
If these rquIroments should be too large for Inclusion with the ATC datap the duplicate channel
could be used for this purpose.
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is obtained primarily in the diplexer, Is aided by maintaining as wide a separation as possible

betwen transmitting and receiving frequencies. The antenna for the VHF link to the aircraft

is a 12-element helical antenna which must be deployed in orbit because of itr size (57]. The

individual helices have an antenna gain of approximately 16 db, which Is required for adequate V

margins in the satellite-aircraft link. The satellite spin axis is parallel to that of the G
R

earth. One of the twelye elements will always point toward the earth. The element in use will

be selected, either from the ground or by use of an infrared device in the satellite, used to

detect the ecrth's edge and switch to the correct antenna. The use of a switched antenna is
G:

more of a conoopt than a firm recommendation. The firm requirements are 16 db of gain in a

spin-stabilizei vehicle and circular polarization. The phase dipole array proposed for Hughes

Syncom II wruld be satisfactory except for lack of circular polarization and scaling difficulties

encountered at VHF. The diplexer shown makes it possible for both of the communications packages

to use the same antenna.

Below the comunication frequency translators (Figure 28) are the r.ommand receivers and

the command distributor; the receivers are paralleled so that either cat be used to activate

the command disttibutor.18 The command distributor accepts instructions transmitted from the

ground to the command receivers and sends them to the appropriate places. One example would I
be the command to control spin rate and attitude of the satellite. 15

West

The telemetry transmitters, also duplicated for reliability, appear below the receiversW

and the distributor. Infoimation required by ground stations (e.g.. that is the status of the

command distributor?) is transmitted from the satellite via the telemetry link. The answer to

the question above would give some indication that the command receivers and distributor were

operating properly. Da-La on the puncturing of satellite containers by micrometeorites could be

transmitted to help predict the life expectancy of the satellite.

In the dotted enclosures at the botton of Figure 28, "west-to-east" aid "east-to-west" are

frequency translators. An alternative satellite configuration, requiring the elimination of

one of the A79AT frequency translation packages (with an attendant reduction of reliability),

would permit up to threit point-to-point UHF voice links. It should be noted that these links
could not provide communication with the aircraft, since there to definitely an effective power

limitation between the aircraft and the satellite.

Figure 29 shows one possible configuration of the frequency translating equipment. The

diagram are self-explanatory.

Figure 30 shows a configuration of the ground-station equipment. The comunication channel

is at the top of the figure. ',he transmit-and-receive mode control de'zermines which of the

links is to be ue-od for transmission or reception between the ground and the aircraft. It is

18Such operation is used in satellites in general and, in particular, with both Telstar
and Syncom.
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assumed that interlocks would be provided to keep the satellite in a mode which would permit

the aircraft to transmit whenever the link was not being used to transmit a message from the

ground; that is, the ground transmitter could not override an aircraft transmission.

Figure 30 also shows weather data entering the encoder. Sufficient channel capacity is

available during periods between AWI messages to permit the transmission of weather data from

the ground to the aircraft. The air traffic controller has access to the satellite-aircraft

channels as well as to the land lines and ocean cables which are required to connect him with

other ground stations. Possible point-to-point communication links that could be used in lieu

of cables, etc., are dotted in. Use of theme links would require eliminating one of the ATC

comunications packages in the satellite. The command transmItters rnd the telemetry receiver

are shown at the bottom of the diagram.
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Figure 31 illustrates a possible configuration of the aircraft communications equipment.

As the figure indicates, the use of present VHF transmitters and receivers for over-ocean ATC

purpoon, is expected to continue. It will be necessary to add a VHF antenna with the required

pattern to the aircraft. This probably will be a switched array, such as that discussed in Refer-

ence 18. The antenna would have a pattern providing coverage from 120 to about 580 above the

horizon and have a gain of approximately 8 db. Theoretically, an antenna with a position-selector

to select either the right-hand or the left-hand side of the aircraft would provide the necessary

gain. However, realizable antennas may require a four-position pattern to achieve the required

8-db gain. Normally, in operation, the antenna position switch would not have to be changed

during the course of the usual east-west or west-east flight path.

In addition to the present voice input and output, an output provided with a l-kc filter to

reduce the noise bandwidth drives the digital decoder. This output can be teletype or some other

display format. In a future ATC system, it would be desirdble to give ATC ground stations the

capability of direct interrogation of the instruments aboard the aircraft. This would relieve

the crew of the burden of reporting. All's-well checks, which are made regularly now, could also

be made automatically. The data control box shown in Figure 31 determines when information should

be transmitted and whether some of the data has priority. The data encoder merely puts the data

in the proper form for digital transmission. Emergency requests might be made by use of a "panic"

button with which the pilot could automatically send out a distress call.

B.1.3. PROPAGATION. This section tabulates the various propagation losses for several

combinations of VHF, VHF , and SHF equipment on the ground-satellite and satellite-aircraft links.

The critical links are those between the satellite and aircraft. The basic problem is the diffi-

culty in obtaining sufficient effective power between these two points, because large, high-gain

antennas cannot be used and there are, at present, severe power limitations for the satellite

transmitter. In addition, the cosmic noise which both receiving antennas "see" at VHF is signifi-

cant. In spite of these limitations, VHF provides the largest S/N for the satellite-aircraft

links.

The tables, discutsed in the next section, are based on the capabilities of the present

aircraft double sideband equipment, in which it is assumed that keyed carrier modulation is

available for transmitting the digital ATC data. If tone modulation is used, there is a loss

of 2 db, as shown in Figure 32. If UHF or SHF equipment is used, there is no requirement that

amplittvle modulation be used; however, the tables have all been prepared in terms of AM so that

propagation effects may be compared. Following the tables there is a discussion of the use of FM.

It is to be noted that the power rating of AM transmitters, by convention, is given in terms

of carrier power. When an AN transmitter is fully modulated with a sinusoidal tone, the total

power output is 1.5 times ti't of the unmodulated carrier. For satellite transmitters, the

solar cells must provide both the carrier power and the modulating power. Therefore, it Is de-

sirable to rate these transmitters in terms of total power for determining energy requirements.

The transmitter powers indicated for the satellites have been derated 1.8 db sc that all trans-

mitters are rated in terms of carrier power.
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FIGURE 32. PROBABILITY OF ERROR VS. CARRIER-TO-NOISE POWER
RATIO FOR BINARY SIGNALS 158, 591

8.1.3.1. Propagation Tables. The following gives the basis ffvr the values of the parameters

used In the propagation-power margin tables (Tables rV through V11).

Item 1. Path Length. The 25,200-mile figure is the naximust distance from a point 70*

North in the North Atlantic region to a satellite centered at approximateily 30* West, 0* north
at the synchronous altitude (approximately 22,300 miles)-
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TABLE IV. ALL VHF (118-138 Mc) SATELLI1TE RELAY LINKSz

All VHF (118-138 Mc) Satellite Relay Links Ground Satellite Aircraft Satellite
A-HFr (qua-136 Or)btit S epin Stabilto to to to24-Hou' Equatorial Orbit- Spin Stabilized Satellite Gound Satellite Aircraft

1. Path Length-Statute Miles 25,200 2,200 25,200 25,200

2. Carrier Frequency-Mc 136 136 136 138

3. Receiver Noise Figure-db 5 5 55

4. Equiv. Rcvr. Noise Temp.-OK 660 QFO 660 660

5. Receiving Ant. Noise Temp.- OK 3,000 8,500 2,550 3,000

6. Total Noise Temp.-OK 3,660 9,160 3,210 3,660

7. Total Noise Temp.-db above 1°K 35.6 39.6 35.0 35.6

8. Boltzmann's Constant- dbw/OK/cps -228.6 -228.6 -228.6 -228.6

9. RF Bandwdth-db above I cps 30 30 30 30

10. Total Receiver Noise Power-dbw -163 -159 -163.6 -163

11. Received C/N Allow.-db 14 14 12 12

12. Required Received Carrier Power-dbw -149 -145 -151.6 -151
(for C/N specififd in Item 11)

13. Transmitter Power-dbw 20 10.2 14 11.2

14. Transmitting Antenna Gain-db 25 0 8 16

15. Path Galtu-db -167 -167 -167 -167

16. Receiver Antenna Gain-db 0 25 16 8

17. Polarization Gain-db -3 -3 -3 -3

18. Fading Margin-db .5 -5 -5 -5

19. Sat. Ant. Switching Allow.-db 0 0 -3 -3

20. Probable Min. Recd. Carrier Power-dbw -130 -139.8 -140 -142.8

21. Power Margin-db 19 5.2 11.6 8.2
(Item 20 minus Item 12)
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TABLE V. ALL UHF (1540-1660 Me) SATELLITE RELAY LINKS

Ground Satellite Aircraft Satellite
All UHF (1540-1660 Mc) Satellite Relay Links t t to

24-Hour Equatorial Orbit-Spin Stabilized t Go te t
Satellite Ground Satellite Aircraft

1. Path Length -Statute Miles 25,200 25,200 2,5,200 25,200

2. Carrier Frequency-Mc 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600

3. Receiver Noise Figure-db 5 5 5 5

4. Equiv. Rcvr. Noise Temp.-OK 660 660 660 660

5. Receiving Ant. Noise Temp.-OK 25 20 240 20

6. Total Noise Temp.-OK 685 680 900 680

7. Total Noise Temp.-db above 1°K 28.3 28.3 29.6 28.3

8. Boltzmann's Constant- dbw/0 K/cps -228.6 -228.6 -228.6 -228.6

9. RF Bandwidth-db above 1 cps ,30 30 30 30

10. Total Receiver Noise Power-dbw -170.3 -170.3 -169 -170.3

11. Received C/N Allow. - db 14 14 12 12

12. Required Received Carrier Power-dbw -156.3 -156.3 -157 -158.3
(for C/N specified in Item 11)

13. Transmitter Powr-dbw 20 -1.8 14 11.2

14. Transmitting Antenna Gain-db 40 6 8 17

15. Path Gain-db -190 -190 -190 -190

16. Receiver Antenna Gain--db 6 40 14 8

17. Polarization Gain-db 0 0 -3 -3

18. Fading Margin-db 0 0 0 0

19. Sat. Ant. Switching Allow.-db 0 0 -3 -3

20. Probable Min. Recd. Carrier Power-dbw -124 -145.8 -157 -159.8

21. Power Margin-db 22.3 10.5 0 -1.5
(Item 20 minus Item 12)
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TABLE VI. ALL SHF (5000-5250 Mc) SATELLITE RELAY LINKS
-

AU SHF (5000-5250 Me) Sateliite Relay Links Grou tellite Aircraft Satellite
24-Hour Equatorial Orbit--Spin Stabilized to to I to to

__Satellite Ground Satellite Aircraft

L Path Length-Statute Miles 25,200 25,200 25,200 25,200

2. Carrier Frequency-Mc 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000

3. Receiver Noise Figure-db 5 5 5 5

4. Equiv. Rcvr. Noise Temp. -OK 660 660 660 660

5. Receiving Ant. Noise Temp.-OK 20 10 180 0

6. Total Noise Temp. -OK 680 670 840 660

7. Total Noise Temp.-db above 10 K 28.3 28.3 29.3 28.2

8. Boltzmann's Constant-dbw/OK/cps -228.6 -228.6 -228.6 -228.6
9. RF Bandwidth-db above I cps 30 30 30 30

10. Total Receiver Noise Power-dbw -170.3 -170.3 -169.3 -170.4

11. Received C/N Allow.-tb 14 14 12 12
12. Required Received Carrier Power-dbw -156.3 -156.3 -157.3 -158.4

(for CiN specified in Item 11)

13. Transmitter Power-- dbw 20 -1.8 14 8.2

14. Transmitting Antenna Gan-db 40 6 8 17

15. Path Gain-db -199 -199 -199 1 -199

16. ftviver Antenna Gain-db 6 40 17 8

17, Polarization Gain-db 0 0 -3 -3
18. Fading 3&%rgin-db 0 0 0 0

,i. Sat. Ant. Switching Allow.-b 0 0 -3 -3

20. Probable Min. Recd. Carrier Power-dbw -133 -154.8 -166 -171.8

21. Power Margin-db 23.3 1.5 -8.7 -13.4[ . (Item 20 minus Item 12) ,
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TABLE VH. FEASIBLE SATELLITE RELAY LINK

Feasible Sitellite Relay Link Ground Satellite Aircraft SatelliteFail tlitReaLnkto to to to
24-Hour Equatorial Orbit- Spin Stabilized te Go t t

Satellite Ground Satellite Aircraft

1. Path Length-Statute Miles 25,200 25,200 25,200 25,200

2. Carrier Frequency-Mc 1,600 1,600 136 136

3. Receiver Noise Figure-db 5 5 5 5

4. Equiv. Rcvr. Noise Temp.-°K 660 660 660 660

5. Receiving Ant. Noise Temp.-°K 25 20 2,550 3,000

6. Total Noise Temp.-°K 685 680 3,210 3,660

7. Total Noise Temp.-db above 10K 28.3 28.3 35.0 35.6

8. Boltzmann's Constant-dbw/OK/cps -228.6 -228.6 -228.6 -228.6

9. RF Bandwidth-db above 1 cps 30 30 30 Jo

10. Total Receiver Noise Power-dbw -170.3 -170.3 -163.6 -163

11. Received C/NAllow.-db 14 i4 12 12

112. Required Received Carrier Power-dbw -156.3 -156.3 -151.6 -151
(for C/N specified in Item 11)

13. Transi Powerdbw 20 4.8 14 11.2

14. Transmitting Antenna Gain-db 40 6 8 16

15, Path Gain-db -190 -190 -167 -167
16. Receiver Antenna Gain-db 6 40 16 8

17. Polarization Gain-db 0 0 -3 -3

18. Fading Margin-db 0 0 -5 -5

19. Sat. Ant. Switching Allow.-db 0 0 -3 -3

20. Probable Min. Recd. Carrier Power-dbw -124 -145.8 -140 -142.8

21. Power Margin-db 32.3 10.5 11.6 8.2
(Item 20 minus Item 12)
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Iteui 2. Carrier Frequency. The FAA Frequency Management Dvision has indicated that frequen-

cis in 1:he VHf (118-136 Mc) band, the UHF (154O-l66o Mc) band, and the SHF (5000-5250 M) band

could be made available for this service without much difficulty. Since these froquencies seem

to provide adequate choice, no other frequencies have been considered. For reliable communications

over long atmospheric path lengths, frequencies above 6000 Mc are of little intereat because of

the signal attenuation produced by rainfall, and frequencies below 118 Mc are of little interest

because they require .,ntennas too large for practical use on satellites or aircraft (for reason-

able antenna-gain figures). In addition, frequencies below thi range are unsuitable because of

noise and other problems of propsgation.

Item . Receiver Noise Figure. Receiver noise figures of 5 db (660x) have been used in

all calculations, even thoth noise figures in the 3-db region have been quoted for aircraft

equipment. (Aircraft noise should also be considered in a discussion of very low noise figures

in the aircraft environment.) In the satellite-to-aircraft link, wh -h is the most critical of

the commuication links for this ground-to-satellite-to-stircraft communicatlon system, reducing
the receiver-noise figure from 5 db to 3 db would reduce the total noise temperature acting on

a coum ication system by only 0.5 db at VII (i.e., cosmic noise controls).

Item 4. Squivalent Receiver Noise Temperature. Xquivalent receiver noise temperature has

been obtained from Figure 33.

Item 5. Receiving Antenna Noise Temperature. Receiving antennas located on the ground or

on the aircraft and looking upward to satellites will look at cosmic noise. Figure 22 shows
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that the temperature of this noire is between 500*K and 600oX at M Mc. Since the highor noise

temperatures rarely occur, the 3000K figure is used. (For a 100 beamwidth at 136 Me, the waxi-

mum cosmic noise, not including that from the sun, never exceeds 3000XK; including that grom the

sun, the maximum cosmic noise may be as high as 8500AK.) Above 1000 Mc the cosmic noise is al-

ways less than l0*E and is negligible for 1600- and 5000-Kc receivers on the ground and in the

aircraft. Antennas viewing the earth from the satellite will see a combination of the earth's

temperature, the cosmic noise temperature, and the noise from the sun at some time of the day,

depending or. the antenna beamwidth. If the antenna beamwidth just covers the earth, the apparent

temperature will be that of the earth, or about 300*X. As the anterna beamwidth increases, the

effective temperature will rise at the VI frequencies because of the 3000f, cosmic noise and

solar noise, and will fall at the 1600- and 5000-Me frequencies because the cosmic noise is

essentially 0* while the effects of the sun are still present. These effects are shown in

Figure 34.

Item 6. Total Noise Temperature. The total noise temperature acting on the receiver is a

ombination of Items 4 and 5.

Item 7. Total Noise Temperature. This is the noise te'lperature expressed in db above 1*K.

Item 8. Boltzmann's Constant. This is the noise power density, or Boltzmann's Constant in

dbw/*K/cps.

Item 9. RI_ Bandwidth. An information bandwiith of only 500 cps is required to meet the re-

quirements for ATC data. Since the present equtpment is double sideband AN, an RIF bandwidth of

1 kc is r&7uired. The actual data-channel-cx acity requirements are discussed in Section 3.2.

Item 10, Total Receiver Noise Power. This is the sun of Items 7, 8, and 9, and will ulti-

mately determine the minimum usable received signal.

Item 11. Received C/N Allowance. A received carrier-to-noise r-tio (C/N) of 12 db gives

a probability of error of about 10 fo- a keyed carrier envelope-detection, digital-transmission

system operating in the presence of white gaussian noise (Figure 32). Since the aircraft-to-

satellite link appears to be the most critical, setting the design criteria of the sitema so

that the C/N is always at least 12 db makes a larger C/N necessary for the ground-satellite link.

If the probability of error for the ground-satellite links alone is two orders of magnitude less

than for the satellite-aircraft links, then, for practical purpoes, all errors result from

errors in the aircrat-satellite link. Thus, a paceived signal C/N for the satellite-to-ground

links of 14 db must be used; it yields a probability of error of 10 .

tItem 12. Required Received Carrier Power. This is the algebraic sun of Item 10 and 11.

Item 13. Transmitter Power. Power transmitted from the ground has beer held to values con-

sidered very modest. At all frequencies, 100 watts (20 dbw) is assumed to be available on the

ground.
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Commercial aircraft use VHF transmitteirs with 25 watts (14 dbw) of output pLwer. There is

little indication that additional power is required to satisfactorily operate the link from air-

craft to satellite, even at VHF.19 For 160 Mc and 5000 Mc, it is assumed that the maximum

po-er available from the aircraft would be 25 watts (14 dbw). Transmitter power for the satellite-

to-ground link is 15 watts (12 dbw) at VHF and 1 watt (0 dbw) at 100 Mc and 5000 Mc.

For the satellite-to-aircraft link, the maximum power available at 1600 Mc and 5000 Mc in

a satellite is assumed to be 20 and 10 viatts respectively. At VHF, two independent 20-viatt

(13 dbw) transmitters are provided. Forty watts of VHF power (total) would probably re-.uir- no

more solfAr cells or weight in the satellite than would 20 watts (or less) of 1600-Mc equipment

or 10 watts of 5000-Mc equipment.

Item 14. Transmitting Antenna Gain. The ground transmitting antenna is not critical at

any of the frequencies; it is assumed that for reasons of economy this antenna would be limited

to a maximum of 60 feet, or 40 db, to maintain a moderate beamwidth and reduce tracking require-

ments if the stationary satellite drifts by small amounts. The 60-foot limit is used at VHF

(25 db, 10* beam). The 40-db (2*) limit is used at UHF and SEF.

The antenna for the aircraft should have a biconical upward-directional pattern which ex-

tends from about 12' to 58' above the horizon. In theory, such an antenna, with an omnidirectional

pattern in the horizontal plane, can have a gain of 5 db; an additional 3 db can be expected if

the antenna pattern is divided into two 180' segments, This type of antenna would not normally

have to be switched during the course of a North Atlantic flight. Practical difficulties might

necessitate selecting one of four quadrants of the antenna pattern to obtain the necessary 8-db

gain. Aircraft antennas with comparable gains have been discussed in the literature [60].

The antenna for the satellto-to-aircraft link requires more gain than the other satellite-

mounted antenna in the propomea ATOAT system. The minimum beamwidth it can tuive is 18', as this

will just cover the earth at the synchronous altitude. To allow for stabilization errors, an

antenna with a 30' beamnwdth and a gain of 16 db is used. A concept of an antenna, which will

be deployed once the vehicle is in orbit, Is shown in Figure 35. Since the satellite, by defini-

tion, operates in zero gravity, the mechanical problems of its size are not serious [5].

The UHF and/or 311 antennas for the satellito-ground link are relatively small and simple

because of the high frequencies involved. A gain of 6 db has been assumed, which is of the

order used in Syncom.

Item 15. Path Gain. The free space attenuation losses for the frequencies involved are

shown in Figure 24.

1 9Aircraft power amplifiers in the 1- to 5-kw range have been successfully operated in
several experimental VIE and VIE scatter program. Thus, the technology is available if In-
creased power Is required.
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FIGURE 35. POSSIBLE ATC COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE THAT IS SPIN-
STABILIZED

Item 16. Receivr Antena Gain. Since each antenna is used for both receiving and trans-

mitting, the various antennas have already been discussed under Item 14.

Item 17. PolarirAtion Gain. Because the relative attitude of the aircraft with respect to

the satellite is changing, circular polarization must be used. However, circularly-polarized

antennas are impractical on the aircraft and can be used only on the satellite. Therefore, a

3-Ab polarization loss will occur on this link. There is no relative motion between antennas

in the satellite-ground links which would cause serious misalignment of the planes of polariza-

tion. However, Faraday rotation may be significant in the VHF region and circularly polarized

antennas should be provided for at least one Lnd of this link. Since it is not deemed practi-

cal to have a second large circularly-polarized VHF antenna on the satellite, a 3-db polarization

loss must be accepted for the VHF ground-satellite links.

Item 18. Fading Margin. In general, fading is not a problem at 1500 to 5000 Me; there-

for*, no allowance is made for the ground-to-satellite links. A 5-db fading margin has been

allowed for the VOW propagation case, since some fading does take place during extreme solar

activity.

Item 19. Satellite Antenna Switching Allowance. Since it Is necessary to use several

switched ViF antenna in the satellite in order to achieve enough gain, some loss in switching
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is anticipated. 2 0  It would appear that if sealed antenna coaxial relays could be used, this

loss could be made arbitrarily small. However, the use of switching methods introduces problems

of power and reliability. Perhaps some other, less efficient (in the RY sense) means might be

used. For this reason a switching allowance of 3 db has been assumed.
2 1

Item 20. Probable Minimum Received Carrier Power. This is the algebraic sum of Items

13 through 19.

Item 21. The Power Margin. The power margin is the difference between the received signal

power (Item 12) and th receiver noise power (Item 10). In effect, this power is available to

compensate for any losses which have not otherwise been taken into account. Note that any of

the three frequencies are usable from a propagation standpoint for the satellite-ground links,

but only VHF is suitable for the satellite-aircraft links.

B.1.3.-2. Voice Link. An emergency voice channel would require a 3-ke audio bandwidth as

compared to the 500-cps data channel. 2 2 The increased noise bandwidth reduces the received

S INJB for the critical satellite-to-aircraft path (Table VII) by a factor of 6 (7.8 db). Item

20 minus Item 10 yields a received C/NJ2 , of 20.2 db for the 500-cPs channel with zero power

margin. The 7.8 db required to provide the voice channel bandwidth reduces the C/NJ2 9 to 12.4 db.

Since So/NIB for a double sideband AM system is equal to C/NJ2B, and since an S0 /N of 20 db is

considered desirable for voice communications, it is apparent that some modulation technique

other than DSB-AN is required if these higher sig.al-to-noise ratios are to be achieved without

increasing transmitter power.2 3 Two modulation techniques which provide the required advantage

over conventional AM are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The discussion of frequency modulation systems will be facilitated by a tabulation of the

general formulas applying to both conventional and feedback F (FBM) [65 - 70]. Note that ex-

pressions for conventional and feedback FM are identical if F - 1. Hereafter, the more general

FBFM form will be used.

The RF bandwidths are based on the widely used approximation that an FM signal of modulation

index H can be recovered from an i-f signal of 2B(I + U) bandwidth without objectionable dis-

tortion. The 3M factor in the expression for output signal-to-noise ratio is commonly known as

2 0The Hughes Syncom I comunications satellite is expected to use a phased array which
also has to be switched (61).

2 'When attitude-stabilized satellites are available, only one antenna will be required;
thus, there will be no switching losses (Figure 36).

Note that the use of a voice channel would necessitate interrupting all data transmission.

2 3About 90% Intelligibility of sentences is expected with 15 db S /N (62]; for comercial

quality circuits, 29 db I@ accepted, and 39 db 1'. required for broadcast quality [63, 64].
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TABLE VIII. XQUATIONS FOR CONVINTIONAL AND FUEBACX FM

Conventional FM Feedback FM

RIP Bandwidth, cps 29(1 + M) 23(1 ) () 

i-f Bandwidth, cps 2B(1 + X) 2B(1 + K/F) (5)

C/N1B, db 10 log - 10 log (6)
3n 2Bn

P P
C/Nli-f. db 10 log 2B(1 + K)n 10 log 23(1 + MiF)n (7)

C/Nui.f, db C/Nj22 - 10 log (1 + K) C/NJ2B - 10 log (1 + K/F) (8)

a /Ni, db 10 log 3K - K + 10 log3M
o(..) 312  C/ 2B (only if C/NI± f > 11.8 db) (9)

P - received carrier power

B a base or audio bandwidth

K a modulation index

n - noise power spectral density (watts/cps)

N -a product of noise power spectral density and noise bandwidth

F w feedback factor, by convention defined as:

(odulation index without feedback
l modulation index with feedback b

C/NI if - carrier-to-noise ratio in the i-f bandwidth

CIN129 a carrier-to-noise ratio referred to a bandwidth of 23 (for convenient comparison
to DSB-AM)

8o/NB a the output sinal-to-noise ratio (- to C/NI2B for DSB-AM)

the FU improvement factor (over D8D-AX). However, It is essential to recognize that this "improve-

ment" is not realized unless the C/NS -f Is maintained above a minimum or threshold value. This

threshold has been determined by subjective experiments to occur at C/NlI f - 15 (11.8 db).

(Also, it should be pointed out that the 9 factor is strictly applicable only to ratndom noise

and does not apply to impulsive noise.) Thus:

Threshold C/N 23, 1.8 db +I0 log (I + M/F) (10)

Uzaaination of Uquation 9 indicates that for an WK syste, to offer an advantage over DSB-AX,

an U greater than 0.5T is required (i.e., since 8o/NIS - (P/2ano) 9V2, 2 must be > 1 and H > 0.57).
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As noted previously, a voice channel C/NI1 of 12.4 is available. For a conventional PM system,

then, with X - 0.57 and C/N12 - 12.4 db,

i

C/Xlif - 12.4 - 10 log (1 + 0.51) l 1O.44 db (11)

Thus, conventional FM will not provide a usable voice link since the threshold requirements can-

not be met.

Feedback FM, however, provides a means of reducing the noise bandwidth in the i-f and thus

effectively lowers the threshold C/N required in the reference bandwidth, 2B.

Table IX presents four examples of FB K systems and, for comparison, a conventional FM

system (i.e., F 1.0).

TABLK IX. CCWi*I8ON OF FZU)BACK FM SYSTEiS

Case I II III IV V

Minimum
RF SW Wide Band-

25-kc RI SW Systems System width
_, R Ss sfor 20 db F7

F - t-20 r -. s/N System

R kc 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Snumeric 3.16 3.16 3.16 1.38 100.00 j
F numeric 1.00 20.00 a. 8.66 a f

(db) (0 db) (26 db) (18.8 db)

IF SW ko 25.00 25.00 25.00 14.30 6o6.oo

i-f OW kc 25.00 6.95 6.00 6.95 6.00

C/Nli-f db 6.20 12.80 12.40 12.0 12.40

C/Nh1  db 12.40 12.80 12.40 12.8O 12.40

10 log 31? db C/Nh 1  l .i0 14.80 7.60 44.80
( ! is below
( threshold

8o/N db - 27.20 27.20 20.00 57.20

Note: (1) Tr.4nsmtter power held constant for all cases.
(2) A C/NJ 32 of 20.2 db Is available for the 500-cps D86-AM data channel or

12., db for a 3-hM DOB-" voice cbamel (i.e., 20.2 - 10 log 3M). These
500

values are based on sero power margin.
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The first three examples in Table IX are based on 25-kc RF bandwidth. Case 1, conventional

It, fails to provide the required threshold C/N in the i-f and is therefore not feasible (since

RI bandwidth is expanded by a factor of 4.16 (6.2 db) over 2B, the C/NjI_f is lowered to

12.4 - 6.2 = 6.2 db).

In Case 2, with the same H and RP bandwidth, a feedback factor of 20 reduces the i-f

bandwidth to 6.95 kc and just maintains the threshold C/N l tf of 11.8 db. Though an output

SOIN of 27.2 db is achieved, it should be recognized that even a small revuction in C/N lif

will drop the system below threshold and the output S/N will be degraded disastrously.

Case 3, utilizing infinite feedback, yields the iame So/NJI at the design operating point;

however, in this case, the C/Nu tif Is maintained at c.6 db above thresho]J by virtue of the

narrower 6-kc i-f bandwidth. Thus, a decrease in signal power of 0.6 db can be tolerated before

dropping below the threshold. (Note that the S0 /NJB will drop by the same amount to 26.6 db.)

This slight power margin is all that lu gained by increasing th3 feedback from 20 to Infinity.

Case 4 Illustrates the FUFM values for a minimium RP bandwidth system which provides the de-

sired 20 db S0 /NI with no margin (Figure 3T). Again, any slight loss of received signal will

drop the system below threshold.

Case 5 illustrates the bonofits which, in principle, can be realized with very large

amounts of feedback if unlimited bandwidth is available. Since, for infinite feedback, the

i-f bandwidth remains at 2B, the C/Nji1 f is maintained at 12.4 db, no matter what value of modu-

lation index X is used. With an FM improvement of 3M2 , It is, in theory, possible to obtain any

output signal-to-noise ratio desired. For the example chosen, an X of 100 yields an So/N1 3 of

57,2 db. Again It should be noted that no more than 0.6 db drop In signal power can be tolerated.

The 6o6-kc bandwidth is obviously somewhat impractical in the crowded VHF region. Even more to

the point, however, are the practical difficulties encountered in realizing stable physical

systems for extreme values of feedback.

For the problem at hand, it would appear that F13M could be best utilized at modest values

of F; i.e., 10 to 20 db (to increase 8 /N) in conjunction with relatively small increases in

transmitter power to bring the system to an operating point comfortably above the threshold.

Such advances in output-power capability are to be anticipated at satellito development proceeds.

The use of S8 with an advantage over AN of approximately 10 db is an alternative way of

achieving an output S/N of at least 20 db. Sven though its advantage ever AN cannot be increased

as In YU, it does have the advantage of requiring appreciably leIs bandwidth than FM systems.

Since both FM and 8 can meet the 20-db requirement, it is difficult to say that one Is

appreciably superior to the other. In the opinion of the authors, such * decision depends on

equipment techniques that are selected for domestic AIC and a detailed cost comparison between

the two. This need not delay work on a satellite system since the system can be designed to

accommodate the wideband case at small additional cost. If the nerrowband 83 Is selected later,

it will be compatible and will not affect the overall satellite relay performance.
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FIGURE 37. OUTPUT AND THRESHOLD CHARACTERISCS FOR FM AND
FBFM

B.1.4. COSTS. Satellite equipment, as opposed to earth or alrcraft-babz equipment, has

no salvage value if it fails during launch, or after it has been in orbit for some time. The'e-

for*, the principal cost of installing and maintaining a satellite com unication system is not

fixed, but lies in a range of values. The costs are best described in term of rand," variables

with probability distributions. The number of launchen required to inject a satellite Into orbit

and the length of time it is expected to function properly, are the variables to be described.

The average annual cost (C) of keeping n satellites in orbit is

C n

where c a the cost per launch, regardless of the success of the launch

P a the probability of successful launch

T = the expected lifetime (in years) of the vehicle once it is in orbit
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Because of the necessarily large size of the ATSAT, only the Atlas-Agena vehicle combination

It adequate at present for injection into medium or synchronous orbit. A breakdown of the 10-

million dollar launch costs (9.7 million for medium altitudes) is given in Table X.2
4

TABLE X. ATLAS-AGENA COTS

Satellite Costs Millions of Dollars

Launch of Basic Atlas-Agena (without payload) 7.5

Estimaed Communication Equipment 0.2

Power Supply (solar cells, batteries, regulators) 0.4

Tracking and Orbit Determination 0.6

Integration of the Satellite with the Launch 1.0
Vehicle (Including the protective launch
shroud and the later satellite ejection)

Station-Keeping Equipment (not required for 0.3
medium-altitude qatellites)

Launch Cost for a 24-Hour
Equatorial Orbit 10.0

Feldman suggests that the probability of a successful launch in 1965-1970 will be 0.8 for

medium-altitude satellites and 0.6 for synchronous satellites, because of their greater complex-

ity [71]. By 1970, the mean time to failure of a satellite is expected to be at least 5 years;

this is the value that is used tn all calculations.

The number of satellites in orbit will be more than required for communications purpose*;

this is necessary to prevent service from being disrupted while a satellite is being replaced.

The number of satellites required is a function of the mean time to failure and the time to pre-

pare a vehicle for launch. For the Atlas-Agena, the preparation time - the so-called, turn-

around time - is expected to be reduced to six weeks by 1970.

From an expression developed by Feldman, it can be shown that with a mean time to failure

of 5 years and a turn-around time of 6 weeks, the probability that the remaining satellite of a

two-satellite system will fail before the first satellite can be replaced is 0.024 (assuming an

orbital injection probability of 1). Since this probability is very smll, two satellites in

24The cost and reliability data came from personal communications with personnel ac the

Rand Corporation, Hughes Aircraft, Bell Telephone Laboratories, XASA eadquarters (Office of
Applications), and the Advent Management Agency. Because sowe of the data my be proprietary,
they should be considered for official government use only.
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orbit for each one required for comaanications purposes will be assused for the synchronous case.

Also, since the sedlim-altitudo satellites are in rabuom orbits and the loss of one of 30 satel-

lites will reduce the capacity of the system about 3%, the two-for-one systam is not used for

estimating the costs. Further, since the moedium-altitude A0C(M would conatitute only about one-

half the possible booster load, it is assumed that only one-half the cost must be borne by the

AC system.

Medium-Altitue 30 x 9. - $36.5 million/yearUedlt-Alttude2 0.8 x 5

244or Dquatorial -2 x 10 $6.7 million/year

The initial costs of individual ground stations are estimated to be $2.5 million for

medium-altitude satellites because of the costly tracking antennas required. 2 5 For the 24-hour

stationary orbits, these costs are expected to be less than $1 million 1721. 26

Since the mdium-altitude system would cost over $100 million more, and the 24-hour inclined

orbit system three times more than the 2 4-hour stationary orbit system, only the last will be

discussed.

Figure 38 shows the total anusl opera-tns expense for the 24-hour stationsry orbit system

as a function /if the probability of successful orbit injection. It is assumed that the annual

cost of operating the ground station is 204 of the initial cost; since there are expected to be

two stations, the annual cost for thera is $I,000. 2 T In addition, an annual allowance of

$100,000 is made for tracking costs.

It seem reasonable to assume that the probability of successful orbit injection will be

at least 0.9 by 1980 and probably earlier; thus, the total annual operating costs can be ex-

pected to drop 22% in this period.

Figure 38 depicts the annual operating costs averaged over many years. This does not msan

that the costs in any given year cannot d4viate from the average value. For instance, if a

system were to be made operational in 1970, the minim launch cost for two vehicles could be

$20 million, plus $500,000 for ground station'; but considering that there Is only a 0.6 proba-
bility of successful Injection, eight launches would be required to be 99% sure of getting two

Into orbit. figure 39 shows how the probability of successful orbit injection affects the

25AA information indicates that some similar facilities now in progress will cost between

$5 and $10 million.

26lem ground stations of this type have been estimated to cost as little as $50,000; this

seem unrealistically low.

2 7Tbee estimates do not includo tO costs of AC-lesed tolemone cables or take into

account the fact that the AISAT will be able to carry soem traffic otherwise carried by leased
lis.
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initial cost. Note that this does not affect the average costs shown in Figure 38, but merely

indicates that the costs for a riven year could be very large if there were a series of launch

failures.

The costs given so far exclude development costs. The authors believe that $5 million

should adequately cover the cost of developing the required aircraft antenna and the satellite

comunications equipment, but not necessarily the digital aircraft and ground-station equipment.

B.1.5. FUTURE DEVSLOPMZ TS. One major t ,chnical development is anticipated in the near

future: three-axis stabilization. Tills will mak? possible the use of simpler antenna designs

with higher gain and, since flat, oriented arrays are feasible, will reduce solar cell require-

ments. It is virtually certain that this approach to stabilization w.ll ultimately be used for

stationary satellites. The tec' nical problems associated with providing acceptable accuracy and

long-term reliability appear so near solution that In planning beyond 1970, three-axis stabili-

zation can be assumed. This study assumes spin stabilization of the satellite because reliable

results from *hip technique can be expected a few years earlier. Also, since spin stabilization

poses a more difficult communicationt problem, it was considered conservative to demonstrate

the feasibilfti, of the satellite aircraft relay making use of that technique.

The primary technical limitation on satellite design in the near future is booster payload

capability. The present .tudy assumed that the Atlas-Agena vehicle (providing about 370,00

pounds of thrust) would be used. Within a decade, the Saturn C-1 (1-5 million pounds of thrust)

and the Titan-3 (3 million pounds of thrust) will provide a capability for much greater orbited

weight. Undeniably, the rocket technology represented by these vehicles will be expensive.

However, if reusable vehicles are developed, a realistic compromise between cost and payload

may be pos&lblo

A second major limitation at present is the small amount of electrical prime power avail-

able. Only solar or nuclear power appears to be useful for a satellite life of five years, which

ir a reasonable period in terms of costs and reliability of service. Advanced solar cells may

I Ad a factor-of-four Improvement (on a watts/lb basis) over present installations. Nuclear-
ID

powered turbo generators of the Snap-8 type may give improvements of the order of 20 to 25. .

60-kw nuclear-powered generator is expe'ted to weigh about 2500 pounds and undoubtedly will be

very expensive, Though no price estimates are available, the levels of technology required to

prnduce a reliable nucleer device at weights consistent with space applications will preclude d

low costs [733].

Since the availability of large amounts of satellie prime power makes UHF links between t

satellites and aircraft possible, the introduction of the supersonic transport In the late 1960's

or atrly 1970's might be an appropriate time to consider a change in the radio coamuntcations w

for aircraft. This study has assumed that the $500 million investment in present VHF-AM communi- b

cations system is suffizient justification in itself to make a strong effort to provide satel-

lite communications that would protect that investment. The actual implementation date for a
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UHF system might be 1980, but by the late 1960's the initial planning would permit making pro-

visions in supersonic transport (SST) designs for later installation.

At the risk of appearing unduly optimistic, a post-1975 system will be postulated to indi-

cate what the ef ,ect on frequency allocations might be. A nuclear-powered generator of fbout

100 kw and 4000 pounds is assumed. The satellite might be launched by a large reusable booster

directly into a "stationary" orbit, or by a less powerful expendable booster into a low-parking

orbit; then it would be propelled by an ion propulsion system (powered by the nuclear generator)

into position in a "stationary" orbit, as proposed by RCA. A number of voce and data channels

to mobile (aircraft) stations would be provided, as well as point-to-point copmunications be-

tween traffic control centers. Since sine of an oroital vehicle is likely to remain a problem

for some time, it is assumed that various items would have to be deployed (nuclear generator,

ulectronics, antenna array, etc.). It is possible that the overall balance of costs and per-

formance might necessitate actual assembly in space by men. Present space projects (Gemini,

Apollo) lend credibility to such a possibility. Assembly of a three-satellite, world-wide

coverage system by a single crew might be desirable in this case. Also, since a project of

this magnitude promises to be expensive, limited "manual" maintenance and resupply, perhaps on

a module replacement basis, might be technically and economically justifiable.

Nothing in zhis "future" system indicates a need for revising the frequency recommendations

in this report. A VHF capability could be retained as a back-up system since continued use of

VHF equipment in the aircraft in assumed. The 1540-1660 Mc U1F band appears to be as good a

choice for propagation then as it does now, and there will be sufficient power to overcome the

present path-attenuation disadvantages between satellite and aircraft. The ATSAT system recom-

mended makes use of only a limited amount of the available UNF band. As shown above, retaining

the entire band may be justifiable on the basis of anticipated use in the future.

8.2. GROUND STATION LOCATIONS

Occasionally, the satellite orbit will coincide with a line between the sun and the ground

station. During these periods, communications from the satellite to the ground stations will

not be possible, because the ground antennas will "see" a very large sun noise temperature (on

the order of 10 *X, as shown In Figure 20, for a 2* beamwidth antenna). These blackouts (which

are completel!y predictable) will last no more than about 10 minutes on any day, and will occur

on only 12 days per year (six days in late winter and six in early autumn). Thus, on any given

day, the blackout will occur 0.7$ of the time, and in a year it will occur about 0.02% of the

time. The time of day of the occurrence will be determined by "he ground station's location and

the satellite's location over the equator. For the coverage indicated in Figure 4, for satellite

No. 2, located 30W, a ground station near New York or Washington D. C. (approximately 75*W)

will black out about three hours before noon. A London station, 309 of the satellite, will

black out about two hours after noon.

Note that one of the ground stations will always be able to communicate w"th an aircraft.

The authors do not believe that these brief and highly predictable blackouts impose any serious

restrictions on ATSAT operations.
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Appendix C
MELAY CONSMDER&TIONS

The possible use of intermediate relays to augment the present means for communications in

the Forth Atlantic leads to considerations of basic similarities and differences among the three

typos of relay systems proposed. Independent of whether ocean vessels, en route aircraft, or

satellites are employed, there are two general questions:

(1) Given a configuration of relays, does a communication link exist between an

aircraft and the terminal station?

(2) If there is a msage to be tansmitted between an aircraft and a terminal

station, how is the routing determined?

CI. * ISTSNC3 OF CO NICATION LINKS

In distinguishing among the three types of relays, note that ocean-borne relays are fixed

geographically whereas both satellites (except 24-hour stationary orbits) and en route aircraft

may vary in position as a function of time. Given an aircraft at any point in the North Atlantic

and a configuration of ocean relay, the question of whether the aircralt is within rangeo of a

relay is immediately resolved by comparing its location with a map of the coverage of the relay

system.

In the case of a nonstationary satellite relay system, the times at which satellites will

pass over the area and the amount of coverage provided can be predicted. Hence, although the

question whether a satellite relay is in range of an airoraft is a function of both location and

time, it is predictable for a given location and a given time. Maintaining and using such pre-

dictions becomes more complex as the number of satellites increases. Relaying an aircraft-to-

aircraft message depends on a sufficient number of flights en route, distributed in such a way

as to provide the necessary comunication link. Although knowledge of flight paths can be used

at any time to predict the existence 
of a link between en route aircraft 

and a ground station,

such factors as weather, unscheduled returns to base, and radio equipment failures preclude pre-

dictions of counmication coverage for any extended period of time.

In emergency situations, airborne and satellite relays exhibit one advantage over a system

using line-of-sight transmission to ocean vessels. An aircraft forced by equipment failure to

fly at very low altitudes or ditch at sea could communicate with ocean-borne relays only if it

were within the reduced line-of-sight range. However, airborne and nonstationary batellite

coverage patterns would sweep over the disabled aircraft, providing at least intermittent communi-

cation (stationary satellites, of course, provide full coverage at all altitudes).

* C.2. RWIING

When a configuration of relays that provides the desired coverage has been established,

the problem of routing messages from rvlay to terminal stations remains. If it is feasible to
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communicate directly between each relay and the terminal stations, only one relay is required

in any air-ground-air communication. On the other hand, if the relays can communicate only

with adjacent relays, multiple paths to the terminal may exint. In principle, this problem is

similar to that of routing long-distance telephone calls in that a number of alternative routings

from each relay to the shore station may be established, with preassigned priorities to indicate

preferred routes. However, all command and control signaling, as well as messages, must be

carried over RF links. Routing messages by a purely random process has been suggested for some

relay nets, but does not seem appropriate Ifn this application. Prossdr has observed in a number

of experiments with a simulation model that long delays are frequently encountered in a communi-

cation network using random routing procedures 7). These experimental results indicate that,

if short access tines are to be maintained, techniques must be developed for prefacing messages

with routing information or relaying messages via pre-assigned routes. In general, the routing

problem requires the establishment of standing operating procedures to be employed in deciding

which relay will forward a message and in resolving conflicts when faults occur in the network.

Bach of the three types of relay systems also has the problem of two or more aircraft at-

tempting to contact a relay at the same time. Two possible ways of resolving this problem are:

(1) by providing for a "busy" s4gnal, or (2) by using a roll-call system so that each plane

would be contacted on a periodic basis, Rvaluating the relative merit of these or other more

refined approaches depends largely on the constraints imposed by the assumed system.

Appendix D
MESSAGE CONTENT

The information content of basic position reports is assumed to be:

(a) Message synchronizing

(b) Address

(c) Position information

(d) Flight data

The approximate bit requirements for each of these categories, as well as a tentative estimte

of weather reporting requirements, are based on the use of abbreviations wherever possible and

a fixed format for routine messages. The information content of a typical position report is

presented in Table XI.

The content of weather messages is strongly affected by the existing technoligy. If

weather satellite systems are in full operational use, aircraft data concerning cloud cover

may be unnecessary. The type ard accuracy of navigational equiprent and altimeters have a

strong influence on the wind and barometric pressure information which can be usefully reported.

The introduction of very-high-altitude supersonic flight may require monitoring and reporting of
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radiation levels. In recognition of this wide diversity between aircraft types, their need for

data, and their ability to obtain it, a "typical" weather message Is postulated below and the

bit content evaluated.

TABLN XI. TYPICAL YOSITION RNIORT

Number of
Position Report T-Bit Symbols Required

(a) Xesspae synchronizing: 21-bit Barker sequence 3

(b) Address: (see Note 1. p. 99 )

Aircraft - 2 letters and 3 nurmers 5

Ground terminal - 3 letters 3

(c) Position: (see Note 2, p. 99)
Present - latitude, longitude 7

Next checkpoint a latitude, longitude, estimated
time 11

Landfall or destination a place name, estimated
time T

(d) Flight data: (see Note 3, P. 99)
Outside temperature i abbreviation, sign and 3 digits 5

FilAt level = abbreviation and 3 digits 4
Velocity * abbreviation and 4 digits 5

IOTAL 7-BIT S MOLS 50 (i.e., 350 bits)
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TABL3 XII, TYPICAL WRTEIM M SAGN

Number of
Item 7-Sit Symbols Required

(a) Tompernture - included in position report --

(b) saometric pressure - 4 digits 4

(c) Altitude - lncluded in position report --

(d) Wind: 6

velocity - 3 digits

Direction - 3 digits

(e) Cloud cover: 5
% coverage - I digit

Altitude - 3 digits

Type of clouds - I letter

(f) sea state - 1 digit I

(s) Turbulence encounter: 9

Mntitude I ± and 1 digit

Location 7 digits

(i) Jet-stream encounter: 13

Velocity - 3 digits

Direction - 3 digits

Location - 7 digits

(i) Radiation level - 5 digits 5

(j) One-letter abbreviation to indicate each
catsgcry bove 7

TOIAL 7-RIT STUOMA 50

Motes

1. The use of a 2-letter abbreviation for the Airline provides 262, or 676, posble air-

lite designations. A 3-digit number following will Identify 1000 Individual aircraft for each

airline.

Similarly, the 3-letter groAld terminal call signals are long enugh to provide se phonetic

clue to the full name. Sven if phonetic similarity reutres discarding many of the 263 * 17,600

combinations, there should be nore than eno gh left to identity the pertinent ATC centers, air-

ports, and ocean-station vessels in the North Atlantic and adjoining regions.

2. The position information is composed of four factors:

Latitude - expressible in . symbols to I degree accuracy, J.e., 799X

Longitude - expressible in 4 symbols to 1 degree accurac. i.e., T9 e0V

Place name - airport, ATC center, espnmsd in 3 letters a% in address

Tim - expressed in 4 digits to neareel minute, i.e., 2359

3. Flight data are reported by using these conventions:

A one-letter abbreviation to Indicate the ites being reported (i.e.. flight
level a L, velocity a Ve temperature w T)

Pour symbols permit reporting temperatures of t999* (P or C) - an adequate
rarge for In-flight temperatures

light level* P~e reported in 1000-foot increments with three digits giving
a capability for altitdes to enm million feet, o for mere finely divided
levels mad a loer -Isn Altitude

Velocity is represented is own n (or bMet) increment# by b digits

(manctam *9999 mph)

mn i 9_
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